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Abstract:

A new control and data acquisition system has been developed for BM25 Spanish Line at the ESRF. The
system is based in VMEbus, Motorola PreP architecture and Linux Operating System and it´s linked to a
local ETHERNET network which provides the way of communicate with the servers (PC workstations).
In these computers, the data are available for general usage in order to analyze them. The data acquisition
consists of many channels connected to the VME crates mainly, independent between them, and fully
programmable by drivers, CLUI´s and GUI´s interfaces, and a set of independent systems (embedded
ones, PLCs, others) controlling the security aspects. This report is described in terms of their architecture,
their electronic system to the process hardware and the functionality and the application development
facilities they provide using the software and the data acquisition.
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Resumen:

Un nuevo sistema de control y adquisición de datos a sido realizado en la línea española BM25 del ESRF.
El sistema se basa en VMEbus, arquitectura Motorola PreP y sistema operativo Linux, conectado a una
red de área local ETHERNET que provee la forma de comunicarse con los servidores (estaciones PC).
En estos ordenadores, los datos están disponibles para uso general y para analizarlos. La adquisición de
datos consiste en muchos canales conectados a los crates VME, independiente entre ellos y programables
mediante drivers, e interfaces CLUI´s y GUI´s, un conjunto de sistemas independientes (embedded,
PLC´s etc) controla los aspectos de la seguridad. Este informe se describe en términos de su arquitectura,
su sistema electrónico y el desarrollo de aplicaciones hardware y software
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it’s linked to a local ETHERNET network which provides the way of communicate with the servers 
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them. The data acquisition consists of many channels connected to the VME crates mainly, 
independent between them, and fully programmable by drivers, CLUI’s and GUI’s interfaces, and a 
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1. TECHNICAL CONTEXT 
1.1. THE CONTROL SYSTEM 

1.1.1. Introduction 

The Spanish CRG BM25[1] beamline SpLine at the ESRF is splited in two branches, A 
and B. The experimental set-up and control system has been designed for simoultaneously 
and independently operation of each branch. The control system is a distribuded system that 
communicate by Ethernet. The beamline has its own control system, and its own network, in 
order to run autonomously. A switch allows communication with the rest of the ESRF and the 
outside world, and also allows access to the Machine parameters through a gateway, like 
current intensity, etc. A dedicated X-Window application is used to control the shutter mode 
(automatic or not). Each branch has a main GNU/Linux[3] machine, running X11/KDE GUI or 
CLUI (Command Line User Interface) client like SPEC. This workstation is used for the 
beamline control system, and often for data acquisition. Other PC Linux[3] are dedicated to 
the data acquisition and experimental control as well as for preliminary data analysis. On the 
lower level there are VME crates using Motorola MVME2434[4] Power-PC CPUs running 
GNU/Linux[3] operating systems, used for instruments control. One VME-PowerPC crate per 
branch is used for the control of the optics components, vacuum, slits, attenuators, etc, and 
others VME crates are used for data acquisition. For beamline control, these crates drive a 
large number of serial lines, digital/analog input/output and axis control, etc.  

VME-bus based systems are the backbone of the ESRF. Most of the beamlines in 
operation, and even the machine control system, are based on VME platform but with OS9 
operating system.This operating system is now obsolete mainly because it was written, using 
assembler language, for the M-68K processors family. Now, this family of processors is in 
fact slower and obsolete. Motorola, the company making this family of processors, is now 
focused on a new generation faster, the PowerPC processors. According to the experience 
at ESRF, it seems that there is a common agreement about that is not really necessary a 
real-time operating system for the beamlines control. Only for very specific applications has 
been necessary to use the real-time capabilities on OS-9, and even in those cases, the 
problem could be solved in a different way using specific application hardware. Then, the 
substitute general-purpose operating systems taken in consideration was linux[3]; this is an 
operating system initially developed to work on desktop computers with Intel processors but 
since the 2.2.x version of the kernel it can be used on PowerPC platforms. Although VME-
M68k-OS9 is a hardware platform firmly stabilised in the embedded products market since 
many years ago, the replacement of this architecture is also currently being considered at 
ESRF.   

Considering this situation, the most short-term solution that is considered by the 
computing service of ESRF for the beamlines, is to work with a mixed set-up with 
independent VME and PCI racks but using a fiber-optic link PCI-VME. In such configuration, 
the VME crate works without CPU as a slave depending on the PCI bus. 

Our solution, VME-PPC-Linux, use the new Motorola CPU (MVME2434[4]) on the VME 
and is integrated in a distributed and autonomously enviroment connected by a local area 
network at 100 Mbps available in the beamlines; the client side is running on VME crates, 
while the server side on PC-Linux workstations. 

1.1.2. Control electronics 

The hardware architecture block diagram is shown in figure 1.  Such system, allows to 
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control differents signals like for stepping motors, analogical I/O, digital I/O and serial lines.  

Fig 1. 

For the branch A exists 1 PC Server, 1 rackable PC and 2 VME crates and for the branch 
B exists 1 PC Server, 1 rackable PC and   3 VME crates.  

The boards that manage all control signals are: 

- 5 MVME2434[4]  boards:  This Motorola board has a PowerPC 750 32-bit 
microprocessor, 32MB to 512MB of on-board ECC SDRAM, 100Mb/s Ethernet interface. 
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus for the on-board peripherals, 
processor/memory bus to PCI bus bridge, and a VME interface. 

- 21 VPAP; The Vpap (VME pas a pas) board controls via the VME system bus, up to 8 
stepper motors through motor driver cards (DPAP2 or DPAP7) placed inside an external 
crate. This VPAP board delivers control signals of step types and directions accepted by 
most motor driver board manufacturer. 

- 144 DPAP2; Designed for the control of bipolar stepper motors (max 2.5 A phase 
current) 

- 24 DPAP7; Designed also for the control stepper motors up to 7 A phase current. 

- 7 CC133; The cc133 board is a highly-integrated and highly-performance VMEbus 
incremental encoder module with 12 channels. 

- 4 VCT6; the VCT6 counter/timer board is composed of 6 individual counters of 32 bits 
each (4 Giga events count) which can work independantly at a maximum frequency of 
30MHz. The counting can be started either by VME accesses, external or internal gate 
signals or external start signals. It can be stopped either by VME accesses or external stop 
signals. 

- 2 A201S (2 MEN36, 2 MEN37); The MEN-A201S board is an M-Module carrier board 
for universal I/O on the VMEbus, allowing high flexibility in applications such as data 
acquisition or process control. It can be fitted with up to four M-Modules. The MEN-M37 is a 
fast 4-channel analog output M-Module with a resolution of 16 bits. The current outputs are 
separately available and can be used as 0..20mA outputs.The M36 is based on the M-
Module ANSI mezzanine standard. It can be used as an I/O extension in the VME bus 
system or on any type of stand-alone SBC. Appropriate M-Module carrier cards in 3U, 6U 
and other formats are available from MEN or other manufacturers. The M36 is a 16-bit 
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analog input M-Module. The isolated supply voltages can be generated by an on-board 
DC/DC converter. Sampling on the M-Module is completely automatic. The measured 
values are available in a dual-ported RAM. 

It is also foreseen to use GPIB and others standard devices, by means of LAN/GPIB 
converters, to connect them to the ethernet network. The security aspects are left to PLCs, 
which are in charge of the vacuum and personal safety system interlocks. The PLCs are 
accessed via serial lines, drived by industrial PCs. Furthermore, PCs can be also used as 
standalone systems, mainly to run commercial acquisition systems (Multi-Channel Analyzer, 
CCD camera, Image plate scanner, etc). 

1.1.3. Operating system 

The control system and data acquisition chose, the combination of a modern PowerPC 
CPU MVME2434[4]  with GNU/Linux[3], it's an effective system for processes management 
and data adquisition treatment. Debian GNU/Linux[3] 2.2.12 over PowerPC, it is not real time 
one, however it lets support real-time extensions from RTAI and it's a good and stable 
replacement for the old OS9 operating systems running on 68000 machines. Linux[3]  
manages and controls the VME bus with a PowerPC CPU, and it is the interface between 
software and devices. Drivers are integrated as Linux[3]  Kernel Modules and run on Kernel 
Space. Many processes (Device Servers and others applications) communicate with the 
drivers from User Space. VME crates work as diskless mode and are clients of a NFS 
server that manages a physical directory tree on the server. Is necessary setup a TFTP 
service on the server and also a NFS filesystem and a BOOTP or DHCPD daemons running 
on the server system. The client side needs configure the board's IP addressibility 
establishing Network connections with PPCBug and also is necessary to configure the 
MVME24xx[4]  firmware with the appropriate values.  

Our Tundra Universe driver[5] has been programmated by Gabriel Paubert and it is 
located on this ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-vme/ site. His emphasis is having a driver that 
will allow writing kernel modules for specific devices in the VME cage. Emphasis includes 
interrupt handling and queuing DMA transfers. The installation is based on the kernel 
version 2.2.12 located at ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-2.2/ , later we have supported the 
same image  ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-2.2/zImage.nfsroot-2.2.12  but with the Debian 
GNU/Linux 2.2 'potato' distribution file system for PowerPC-CPU,   
ftp://archive.debian.org/debian-archive/dists/potato/main/disks-powerpc/2.2.23-2001-04-
15/base2_2.tgz. Actually the Linux[3]  filesystem is Debian 2.2 but the kernel image has been 
modified and recompiled by us, because the original linux[3]  source code had a bug wiht the 
ethernet chip refer to work at 100 Mbps speed.   

They are installed on the server in the /tftpboot directory; over there is located the 
linuxPPCdeb2.2.12.tgz file, a tarball containing the VMELinux files; and the zImage-tulip, a 
compressed Linux[3]  kernel image. To operate is necessary configure a NFS server that 
allow the clients mount their nfsroot filesystem with diskless system, and configure also a 
BOOTP or DHCP server to let the communication. Once linux[3]  has started, the dselect 
command will be able to configure all linux packages that we need. 

1.1.4. Data Acquisition 

Without device drivers, there is no functioning system. We can look at the drivers with 
this perspective: it is a software layer between the applications and the devices. This role 
allows the driver programmers to choose exactly how the device should appear. The most 
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important funtionality of a driver is that a device can be used concurrently by differents 
programs (process). A single application performs a task from beginning to end, instead a 
module (driver) serve many requirements at the same time.  One of the good features of 
Linux[3]  is the ability to extend at runtime the set of features offered by the kernel. This 
means that you can add functionality to the kernel while the system is up and running. Each 
piece of code that can be added to the kernel at runtime is called module. Each module is 
made up of object code that can be dynamically linked to the running kernel by the insmod 
program and can be unlinked by the rmmod program. Drivers have been built in "self-
hosted" mode (the development and target computer is the same). 

Fig 2. 

TACO[6] is the name of the object oriented control system developed at the European 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility. TACO[6]  is installed on the server that manage the VME 
crates, and it is used by Spec and the Device Servers[7]. Drivers and Device Servers[7]  runs 
virtually in VME crates (clients of a NFS server that manage a physical directory on the 
server). The basic idea behind TACO[6]  is to treat every control element as an object on 
which commands can executed. The objects are called devices and they are available 
network wide. Devices are created and stored in device servers. The commands which can 
be executed on a device are implemented in the device class. Device classes can be written 
in C or C++. The commands are accessed via a small set of C (or C++) calls referred to as 
the application programmer's interface (API). One of the most fundamental aspects of 
TACO[6]  can be found in the implementation of device access in the device servers[7]. All 
device control (input/output) is implemented in the device servers. Device servers[7]  are 
implemented according to a model known as the device server model (DSM). In the DSM all 
devices (physical and logical) are treated as objects. Each object belongs to a device class. 
The class implements the actions necessary for each device type. The actions (referred to as 
commands) can be executed locally or via the network. The device class implements 
methods and actions. The actions can be considered as special methods which can be 
executed by local and remote clients. They have a fixed number of input and output 
parameters where the parameters can be simple or complex (self-defined) types. Device 
Servers have been built in a cross-development environment.  

Spec[8] is a UNIX-based software package for instrument control and data acquisition 
widely used for X-ray diffraction at synchrotrons around the world and in university, national 
and industrial laboratories. It can be installed in any remote client, and with this CLUI, users 
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communicate with all devices installed at the beamline.  

 
1.2. DAC FOR THE SPLINE 

1.2.1. Introduction 
1.2.1.1. General Context 

The European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, ESRF, is a multinational research institute 
located in Grenoble (France) presently associating 16 participating countries. The main 
objective of the installation is to operate a powerful source of light in the X-ray range in order 
to provide experimental facilities to a wide community of scientific users in the fields of 
physics, chemistry, materials and life sciences [9]. 

The operation of the ESRF is based on the displacement of high-energy electrons, which 
are forced to follow a circular path deflected by strong magnetic fields, and consequently, 
emitting electromagnetic waves called synchrotron radiation. The light produced by that 
storage ring comes in the form of a fine and very intense collimated X-ray beams. 

In order to implement the experiments, those X-ray beams are collected in the so-called 
beamlines, which are organised in the following functional compartments: 

·      The optics hutch, where the X-ray beam is conditioned, 

·      The experimental hutch, housing sample and detector, and finally 

·      The control cabin, allowing scientists to manage their experimental 
measurements using the control and data acquisition systems. 

   

 

   

The objectives of the international consortium are to provide the economical support and 
to operate 30 public beamlines arranged around the storage ring. Additionally, other 28 
beamlines are dedicated to external groups called Collaborating Research Groups, or more 
commonly, CRG’s . In this second case, it is a particular task for those groups to provide 
support and to operate the beamlines, but as a counterpart, those groups have priority to 
define and organise the operation of the beamline; this is the case for the CRG SpLine. 
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In this environment, the main purpose of the Spanish CRG beamline is to satisfy the 
needs of the Spanish Scientific Community with a broad range of interests crossing very 
different research fields [10]. 

The ESRF organisation is split mainly in the following six divisions: 

·        Directorate. 

·        Machine Division, dedicated to build-up the ring, and currently, in charge 
of the maintenance.   

·        Experiments Division, dedicated to the design, implementation and 
operation of the beamlines. 

·        Computing Services, designs, develops and maintains the ESRF 
computing architecture. 

·        Technical Services. Dedicated to vacuum, survey and alignment, drafting 
and building infrastructure. 

·        Administration. 

In our particular case, for the development and operation of the control system for the 
CRG SpLine, the activities developed by the Experiments Division and by the  Computing 
Services should have a particular consideration. They have developed hardware and 
software that could be useful for the SpLine, and they are responsible for the maintenance of 
those tools. Furthermore, they could collaborate supporting the SpLine maintenance in the 
future. 

1.2.1.2. Technical Context 

The Spanish beamline will use the radiation emitted by the dipole number 25 (BM25) 
located at the storage ring. In order to get an interdisciplinary and multipurpose set-up, the 
beamline will be split into two sub-lines called A and B; these both branches will be fully 
equipped with focusing optics, experimental stations, and fully independent control systems. 
This design will permit separated measurements on both branches. 

Each branch will have allocated two experimental stations with similar technical 
constraints. In accordance with the Spanish scientific necessities as well as with the technical 
constraints of the different techniques, the branch A will allocate facilities for High Resolution 
Powder Diffraction (HRPD) and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS), while the branch B 
will be used for Macro-molecular Crystallography, Single Crystal Diffraction and X-ray 
Diffraction/Scattering for Non-Crystalline Specimens. 

Initially, the main consideration adopted for the control and data acquisition systems is to 
be as much compatible as possible to the ESRF standards. That means to use the set of 
tools (hardware and software) officially supported by the ESRF organisation. 

But at the moment this document is written, although there is an official set of tools 
supported by the ESRF, it is clear that those tools, or at least, a part of those tools, would be 
different in a short term. In fact, a Computing Steering Committee composed of members 
from the Experiments, Machine and Computing Services Divisions was recently considering 
the modernisation and future of some tools currently used in the beamlines [11]. Further, 
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apart of the official activities of this committee, an internal debate has grown up about future 
replacements of operating systems, hardware and concepts of implementation [12]. 

The official set of tools used commonly in a beamline for control applications and 
supported currently at ESRF is mainly based on the following points and the related aspects: 

·        VME hardware platforms running OS-9 like real-time operating system. 
This is used commonly for hardware interfacing (motors, encoders, switches…). 

·        A set of VME and G64 general purpose cards (CPU’s, timers, counters, 
motor controllers, etc.). 

·        CAE tools (Mentor Graphics) and HDL programming. 

·        HP or SUN workstations running HP-UX or Solaris are used for beamline 
control interface and for data visualisation. 

·        Programming with SPEC, an interpreted language commonly used in X-
Ray diffraction applications. 

·        TACO, an object oriented control system originally developed at the ESRF 
to control accelerators, beamlines and data acquisition systems. 

·        NICE, a Network Interactive Computing Environment which enables 
scientists at                   ESRF to store and manipulate large volumes of data. 

·        Desktop PC’s (DELL and Compaq) with the usual software on those 
devices, and diverse operating systems: Linux (SuSE distribution), and Microsoft 
Windows. 

·        Internet/Intranet services and Management Information Systems. 

But the debate described previously is mainly focused on two points, one of them related 
with software, and the other one with hardware: 

1.      The limitations and obsolescence of the real-time operating system 
installed on the VME crates (OS-9). 

2.      The replacement of the hardware platform used currently for hardware 
interfacing (VME) with a PCI based platform. 

In the following lines we will summarise about the current status around these two points. 

1.      OS-9 Limitations and obsolescence.  

This operating system is now obsolete mainly because it was written, using assembler 
language, for the M-68K processors family. Now, this family of processors is in fact obsolete, 
and although is still used successfully in many practical applications (including most of 
beamlines in operation at ESRF), will be difficult in a short term to locate new components 
from this family in the market. Motorola, the company making this family of processors, is 
now focused on a new generation, the PPC processors, as well as in other different market 
areas. Although there are new versions of the OS-9 operating system written in C language 
(OS-9000) with the possibility to compile it on different new processors, it seems that has not 
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been very well accepted, and currently the number of users is reduced. 

At this point, accepting the replacement of OS-9, a more general topic is taken in account 
considering two global possibilities   

Þ    To replace OS-9 with another real-time operating system, or 

Þ    To use a general-purpose operating system. 

According to the experience at ESRF, it seems that there is a common agreement about 
that is not really necessary a real-time operating system for the beamlines control. Only for 
very specific applications has been necessary to use the real-time capabilities on OS-9, and 
even in those cases, the problem could be solved in a different way using specific application 
hardware. So, there is a common agreement about a conventional operating system for the 
future beamlines control systems. 

The substitutive general-purpose operating systems taken in consideration more 
commonly until now are the following: 

Þ    Linux 

Þ    Microsoft operating systems (WNT or W95/98). 

Linux is an operating system initially developed to work on desktop computers with Intel 
processors, but not on VME embedded systems with Motorola processors. Anyway, this 
problem was recently solved by a team depending on the Computing Services department, 
and currently is feasible at ESRF to run Linux on VME with 68K processors. Further, at the 
moment this document is written, it is possible to find commercial products using the same 
philosophy [13][14]. 

In the same way, although Microsoft operating systems doesn’t run on Motorla based 
processors, it is also possible to use those operating systems on VME or other embedded 
platforms if that system works using Intel-based processors. 

In any case, the use of both kinds of operating systems is associated with the problem of 
writing the drivers for the pre-existent hardware (VME cards for counting, motor control, etc.). 
In this sense, the writing of drivers for the Microsoft operating systems is seen like something 
non-trivial and depending too much on only one manufacturer (Microsoft), while the same 
work on Linux seems something simpler, and additionally, something for what there are a 
positive predisposition in the Computing Service department. In fact, at the moment this 
document is being written, most of the necessary drivers has been written and compiled on 
Linux at the Computing Service department. 

2.      VME Replacement.  

Although VME is a hardware platform firmly stabilised in the embedded products market 
since many years ago, the replacement of this architecture is currently being considered at 
ESRF. The main reasons to consider this replacement are the following: 

Þ    The system is not flexible enough. It seems that sometimes it is very difficult to 
integrate certain type of new components based in a different architecture (PCI), that 
are interesting for the experiments (sample environment equipment, detectors, and 
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so on.). 

Þ    Sometimes, the system is expensive compared with PCI based alternatives. 

At this point, a smooth migration from the VME platform towards PCI is being considered. At 
the moment, is not clearly defined what kind of PCI would be used, but probably a mixture of 
several of them could be applied depending on the integration necessities (pure desktop PCI, 
cPCI, Industrial PCI, Small PCI…). 

Anyway, it seems that a complete migration towards PCI would be a very slow process, 
because in fact, VME-bus based systems is the backbone of the ESRF, with a lot of 
hardware developed and currently working. Most of the beamlines in operation, and even the 
machine control system, are based on VME platform. On the other hand, outside the ESRF, 
the VME architecture seems in a strong position, without any real risk to be displaced in a 
short or even medium term [15][16][17][18].  

Considering this situation, the most short-term solution that would be considered at ESRF for 
the beamlines, is to work with a mixed set-up with independent VME and PCI racks. But even 
this architecture appears with two different variations:  

a)      Using a fiber-optic link PCI-VME. In such configuration, the VME crate works 
without CPU actin as a slave depending on the PCI bus. 

b)      Using a CPU on the VME, and connecting the VME crate to the system using 
the common local area network available in the beamlines. In this second case, the 
compatibility between PCI and VME systems is solved via software.  

In any case, both philosophies are considered a way of transition towards a future 
homogeneous PCI architecture.  

1.2.2. Intervention 
1.2.2.1. Description of the intervention 

The Ciemat intervention to develop and implement the control and data acquisition 
systems for the Spanish – CRG beamline can be divided into the following points: 

Þ    Human Resources. A full time systems engineer has been dedicated 
officially to the beamline. This engineer will work initially in Madrid, at Ciemat 
installations, but is available to be displaced as frequently as necessary to the ESRF 
installations in order to develop his work. This person was working previously at 
Ciemat during a long period using the same kind of tools that are necessary to apply 
for the CRG-SpLine control system. Initially, a work visit at ESRF will be organised 
periodically, although the frequency of those visits would be increased depending on 
the project necessities. Anyway, it is assumed at Ciemat that during the last phases 
of the project, a constant presence of this engineer will be necessary in Grenoble. 

Further, Ciemat is able to dedicate additional support to the beamline with the knowledge 
and know-how of other Ciemat engineers and technicians currently developing their work on 
other diverse control projects at Ciemat installations. 

Þ    Technical Resources. Ciemat is able to dedicate the on-site available 
infrastructure (VME crates and cards, desktop computers, software…) that could be 
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necessary in Madrid to develop the applications that will be ported to Grenoble. 

Þ    Logistic. Ciemat also will contribute and support the beamline project with 
the own administrative staff, when this is necessary.   

Work Methods  

The work methodology will be based on the following points: 

·        Adaptation to the ESRF standards. 

This philosophy will be applied always it is possible. The main advantage of this approach 
is that it will reduce the need to start from the beginning when majority of the system 
requirements are not unique. Additionally, will be possible to take advantage of existing tools 
that could meet particular requirements, and when the line is in operation, would be possible 
to share easily hardware and software with other lines operating in the neighbourhood. 

·        Communication. 

Due the two different geographical locations in which the project will be developed, it is 
necessary to dedicate a great importance to communication, not only inside the workgroup, 
but also between the CRG workgroup and other ESRF or Ciemat departments. 

In the same optic, it is considered very important to be present, or at least, to have 
access to the information presented in technical workshops, meetings or other similar events 
that could be related with the matter of this project. Due the high degree of incertitude at the 
moment this document is written, the access to those events or information is important, not 
only because of the technical aspects, but also in order to have a current feel of the situation 
as well as the latest approaches. 

After each visit or milestone, there will be a written communication with conclusions, 
strategies, summaries, or any information that could be important for the project. This written 
trace will be distributed to the main actors of the group. 

·        Use of Standards. 

The use of standards allows vendor independence, a migration path for future advances 
in technology, and the use of commercially available tools when these tools meet specific 
requirements. Standards also make possible to collaborate more easily with other 
laboratories and industry. 

·        Use of commercially available products. 

It will reduce development times and will allow official warranties and specialised 
technical support.   

1.2.2.2. Technical Objectives 

Considering the context previously described, the Control and Data Acquisition System 
for the CRG-SpLine, should basically satisfy the following requirements: 

1.    To have its own independent local area network (LAN) in order to run 
autonomously. Using a bridge, this network will be connected with the outside world 
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and with the general network of the ESRF in order to allow access to the Machine 
Control System to get the main operation parameters. 

2.    Hardware I/O will be supported in order to allow operation with analog and 
binary I/O, stepper motors, encoders, alarm checking for limit violations, and sub-
network connections. 

3.    Full independence for control and data acquisition purposes in each branch 
of the beamline. 

4.    The positioning of the samples under test with required precision. 

5.    The collection and recording of the results generated during the experiments. 

6.    The monitoring of all those physical parameters associated to the beamline 
(vacuum, temperature, beam position systems...). 

7.    The access of the users to the control system using a friendly environment, in 
order to minimise the training time of new teams working on the line. 

8.    Although the security aspects must be left to a set of PLC’s (Programmable 
Logic Computers) which are in charge of the Technical Services department at 
ESRF, the control system will provide the interface with that safety system defined at 
ESRF for all the experiments. 

9.    To make feasible the integration of autonomous computers that would be 
also used as standalone systems to run commercial acquisition systems: Multi-
Channel Analysers, CCD cameras, Image plate scanners, etc. 

As a general objective, and especially due the high degree of incertitude described in the 
previous points, the system would be designed with the highest degree of flexibility as 
possible. This will allows an easy future adaptation or migration towards different topologies.  

1.2.3. Action Plan 
1.2.3.1. Action Points 

As described previously, one of the fundamentals adopted to develop the control system 
for the CRG-SpLine is to be as compatible as possible with the ESRF standards. But as also 
was described in the initial paragraphs of this document, those standards are precisely now 
in a process of evolution. 

At the moment this document is written, the Computing Steering Committee and other 
departments at ESRF are still working trying to define the future standard. Currently there are 
programmed one relevant meeting in a very short-term (1-2 moths) in which this topic could 
be clarified, or at least, some related topics could result less fuzzy than now. Based on this, 
we propose to start an active waiting period until that meeting. During this period it is possible 
to start working with the set of tools that will be kept in the future system, and that are not 
affected by a future different philosophy. The three main activities that could be developed 
during this period are the following action points: 

·   Pseudo-motor programming using SPEC 
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·   Device-descriptors writing. 

.   Linux installation and configuration. 

The only condition to work in such way is to buy a SPEC licence in order to work with that 
programming language from Madrid. 

1.2.3.2. Risks 

Considering the thecnical context and the action points previously related, the main risks 
for the project are the following: 

1.      To implement a system that would be obsolete in a short term if we use the 
current ESRF standards. In a scenario like that, could be difficult in a short-term to 
locate stocks or technical support for the new system. 

2.      To implement a system that, although functionally would be acceptable, 
could be very different to the future standards officially supported by the ESRF 
organisation. 

3.      If the conclusions of the meeting previously related are not clear enough, or 
if we don’t have a clear information about the future standard in a maximum of 2 
months, the accumulated delay for the project could be excessive; in that case, 
should be necessary to assume some risks. It is necessary to take in account that is 
better to start working with the real systems as soon as possible in order to avoid 
undesirables delays in the execution of the project. 

4.      The decisions taken at the meeting previously refereed, could be a long-term 
implementation (i.e., the development of completely new hardware based on PCI 
architecture). 

5.      If a control system based on a transition architecture is implemented, the 
final cost of the whole control system (transition architecture + final architecture) could 
be higher than the initially considered. 

 

1.3. CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

The control system and monitoring that here is described have to give service to both 
lines of X ray beams that shape the Spanish line in the ESRF (BM-25). It is considered to be 
a fundamental criterion to obtain the major possible compatibility between the means used in 
the line (hardware and software), and used in the facilities of the ESRF. 
 
Basically, the function of the system will be control the position of the samples in the 
experiment with a high degree of precision, as well as to try, stores and to allow the access 
to the measurements obtained from the elements sensors. Also it will take controlling the 
condition(state) of diverse parameters in the line, such as the opening and closing of shuters, 
the position of mirrors, the vacuum system, the temperature and the beam position. Besides, 
like basic design norm, the system will have to be compatible with all the interlocks and 
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safety procedure established in the ESRF;  

To this effect the communication is configurated by the safety subsystem implemented by 
the ESRF. 

From the point of view of the control system, every beam line will be formed as a client-
server structure; the slave side will be formed by VME crates, while the master side will be 
implemented by Linux/UNIX stations. In the client machines we will use users interfaces so 
much in way text (CLUI), as graphs (GUI), which allow a rapid and intuitive access. 
 
The set of the system will be distributed spatially in two control rooms, one for every line, in 
that there will be tried the signals proceeding from the sensors located in the optical cabins 
and there will be sent for the corresponding actuadores. Each line will operate of separated 
form. 

The number and configuration of the boards in the different crates will change in every 
line (to see list), provided that these are not absolutely symmetrical. The type of drivers for 
engines and the rest of the auxiliary electronics they will be selected of different form in every 
subrack, adapting the set in every case. 

The differents architecture proposal for the SpLine are the next: 

o VME Motorola 68000 - OS9 

Advantage: System working actually. 
Against:     Old microprocessor and operating system. 

 

 
o VME Motorola 68000 - Linux 

Advantage: Linux like replacement of OS9. 
Against:     Old microprocessor and no support inside 
the ESRF. 
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o VME Intel x86 - Linux 

Advantage: New microprocessor and new OS. 
Against:     No lines working, difficult to migrate 
drivers. 

 

 
o VME - Bus coupled PC Linux 

Advantage: Current actuation of Computing Service 
(ESRF). 
Against:     Expensive system and limited (spatially) by 
the fiber optic cable lenght. 
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o VME Motorola PowerPC - Linux. (Chosen arquitecture)  

Advantage: PowerPC like natural raplacement of 68k 
CPU's. 
Against:     No support Computing Service. 
Colaboration with other Line. 

 

There is foreseen the implementation of three nets in the experiment, one for information 
and two for instrumentation (one for line); the above mentioned will allow the connection of 
devices of different form in the optical cabins and his communication with the control system. 
For the first one there will be in use a net Ethernet of local area (LAN) with protocol TCP/IP. 
This net will allow the communication between both control rooms, and in turn, will connect 
with the general net of the ESRF across a router. Both nets of instrumentation will implement 
by means of lines series according to the standard RS-485, and they were travelling between 
every control room and the optical corresponding cabin. 

 
Finally, concerning to the monitoring information, there is foreseen the utilization of two 
stations Linux/UNIX and a terminal X for each experiment lines. 
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2. SOFTWARE AND DATA ACQUISITION 
2.1. Overview of the BM25-SpLine Control System 

2.1.1. Introduction 

The  control system and information acquisition realized, it's an effective system for the 
processes management and the information treatment. Such system, allows to control power 
signals for stepping motors, as well as different control signals like analogical I/O, digital I/O 
and serial lines.  

The operating system used (Linux over PowerPC), it is not real time, for the present; but 
it's a good and stable replacement for the olds OS9 operating systems and 68000 machines. 

The architecture layout, is showed bellow. Linux manage and control the VME bus and it is 
the interface between software and devices, drivers are integrated as Linux Kernel Modules 
and runs on Kernel Space. Many process (Device Servers and others applications) 
communicate with the drivers from User Space.   

Layout 

 

2.1.2. Linux 

Our original installation is based on the kernel version 2.2.12 located at 
ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-2.2/ , later we have supported the same image zImage.nfsroot-
2.2 but with the Debian GNU/Linux 2.2 'potato' distribution file system for PowerPC-CPU, 
base2_2.tgz. Actually the Linux filesystem is Debian 2.2 but the kernel image has been 
modified and recompiled by us, because the original linux source code had a bug refer to 
work with ethernet at 100 Mbps speed.   

They are installed on the server in the /tftpboot directory; over there is located the 
linuxPPCdeb2.2.12.tgz file, a tarball containing the VMELinux files; and the zImage-tulip , a 
compressed Linux kernel image.  

To operate is necessary configure a NFS server that allow the clients mount their nfsroot 
filesystem with diskless system, and configure also a BOOTP or DHCP server to let the 
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communication.  

Once linux has started,the dselect command will be able to configure all linux packages 
that we need. 

VME-Linux diskless system 

 

2.1.3. Drivers 

We can look at the drivers with this perspective: it is a software layer between the 
applications and the devices. This role allows the driver programmers to choose exactly how 
the device should appear. The most important funtionality of a driver is that a device can be 
used concurrently by differents programs (process). A single application performs a task from 
beginning to  end, instead a module (driver) serve many requirements at the same time. 

Drivers have been built in "self-hosted" mode (the development and target computer is the 
same). 

Drivers location 

Binary files:  

/tftpboot/<crate IP number>/usr/local/driver/bin/ 

/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/esrfvme/bin/ppc/esrfvme.o 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/esrfvme/bin/ppc/hook.o 
/segfs/linux/ppc/src/linux/modules/universe.o 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/cc133/bin/ppc/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/vpap/bin/ppc/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv150/bin/ppc/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/vct6/bin/ppc/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv196/bin/ppc/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv712/bin/ppc/ 
/tftpboot/<crateIPnumber>/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/a201s/bin/ppc 
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/tftpboot/<crateIPnumber>/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/men36/bin/ppc 

Configuration files:       

/tftpboot/<crate IP number>/usr/local/driver/conf/ 

/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/cc133/conf/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/vpap/conf/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv150/conf/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv196/conf/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/vct6/conf/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv712/conf/ 

Source files: 

/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/cc133/src/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/vpap/src/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv150/src/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv196/src/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/vct6/src/ 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv712/src/ 
/tftpboot/<crateIPnumber>/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/a201s/src 
/tftpboot/<crateIPnumber>/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/men36/src 

   

Running drivers 

You can execute a file called crate.startup that will run a shellscript loading all drivers 
configurated for one particular crate VME, this is located at  

 /tftpboot/<crate IP number>/usr/local/bin/crate.startup 

If you want only execute one driver you have to run the shellscript startdrv 

 /tftpboot/<crate IP number>/usr/local/bin/startdrv <driver_name> <nb_board> 

  

Verify and erase modules 

You can verify that the drivers are in memory executing the lsmod command or  cat 
/proc/modules 

d251:/# lsmod 
Module                  Size  Used by 
cc133                  15488   5  
vct6                   25768   0  (unused) 
vpap                  356040   1  
hook                   38976   0  [cc133 vct6 vpap] 
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esrfvme                 9084   3  [cc133 vct6 vpap] 
universe               28464   0  [esrfvme] 

To erase a module you have to do  rmmod <module name> 

Testing drivers 

For test how a driver work, you can run a process that will let performance the driver 

/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/cc133/bin/ppc/testcc133 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/vpap/bin/ppc/testvpap 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv150/bin/ppc/testicv150 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv196/bin/ppc/testicv196 
/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/icv712/bin/ppc/testicv712 
/tftpboot/<crateIPnumber>/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/a201s/bin/ppc/
test_a201s.o 
/tftpboot/<crateIPnumber>/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/men36/bin/ppc
/test_men36.o 

Example: testcc133 /dev/esrf/vme/cc133_00 

2.1.4.  TACO 

TACO is the name of the object oriented control system developed at the European 
Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The basic idea behind TACO is to treat every control element 
as an object on which commands can executed. The objects are called devices and they are 
available network wide. Devices are created and stored in device servers. The commands 
which can be executed on a device are implemented in the device class. Device classes can 
be written in C or C++. The commands are accessed via a small set of C (or C++) calls 
referred to as the application programmer's interface (API). 

Installing TACO 

To install and find out more about TACO in general, choose one of the following topics : 

TACO page ; http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/taco/taco.html 
How to get it; http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/taco/getit.html 

 
Online documentation; http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/taco/doc.html 

frequently asked questions; http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/taco/faq.html 

 Verify and run TACO 

For a TACO automatic start is necessary put  START_TACO="yes"  in the file  
/etc/rc.config  of the TACO-server-machine. With that, the file   /etc/rc.d/taco.dbase  run 
TACO as automatic startup. 

The TACO daemon can be also called manually: 
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    /etc/rc.d/taco.dbase start 
    /etc/rc.d/taco.dbase stop 

TACO daemon can be invoked and killed too, with the next procedure: 
    telnet 0 (... and enter with blissadm user) 
      cd /users/blissadm/bin 
     taco_adm start (... or stop, status, restart) 

To update a .res file we use the TACO database update command, we can also use the 
manage, erase or clean commands: 
    taco_db update D25/IcvADC.res 
    taco_db devres D25/b1_Maxe_1/1 
    taco_db resdel D25/b1_Maxe_1/1 
    taco_db clean 

To manage the data collector: 
    taco_dc 

To verify that the TACO daemon is running, we will use: 
    ps aux | grep blissadm 

  

2.1.5.   Device Servers 

One of the most fundamental aspects of TACO can be found in the implementation of 
device access in the device servers. All device control (input/output) is implemented in the 
device servers. Device servers are implemented according to a model known as the device 
server model (DSM). In the DSM all devices (physical and logical) are treated as objects. 
Each object belongs to a device class. The class implements the actions necessary for each 
device type. The actions (referred to as commands) can be executed locally or via the 
network.  

The device class implements methods and actions. The actions can be considered as 
special methods which can be executed by local and remote clients. They have a fixed 
number of input and output parameters where the parameters can be simple or complex (self-
defined) types. 

Device Servers have been built in a cross-development environment. 

Device Servers location 

Binary files:  

/tftpboot/<crate IP number>/usr/local/bin/ 

/segfs/dserver/bin/linux/ppc 

/segfs/dserver/classes++/adc/icv150/bin/ppc/IcvADC 
/segfs/dserver/classes++/dac/bin/ppc/IcvDAC 
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/segfs/dserver/classes++/ctm/vct6/bin/ppc/Vct6Card 
/segfs/dserver/classes++/interlock/relay/bin/ppc/Relay 
/job_place/prueba/segfs/dserver/classes++/dac_a201s/bin/ppc/a201sDAC 
/job_place/prueba/segfs/dserver/classes++/dac_men36/bin/ppc/men36DAC 

Source files: 

/segfs/dserver/classes++/adc/icv150/src 
/segfs/dserver/classes++/dac/src 
/segfs/dserver/classes++/ctm/vct6/src 
/segfs/dserver/classes++/interlock/relay/src 
/job_place/prueba/segfs/dserver/classes++/dac_a201s/src 
/job_place/prueba/segfs/dserver/classes++/dac_men36/src 

Running Device Servers 

You can execute a file called start.ds that will run a shellscript loading all device servers 
configurated for one particular crate VME, this is located at  

 /tftpboot/<crate IP number>/usr/local/bin/start.ds 

If you want only execute one device server you have to do 

 /tftpboot/<crate IPnumber>/usr/local/bin/<DeviceServer_name> test 

Verify and erase Device Servers 

You can verify that the Device Servers are in memory executing 

ps aux | grep <DeviceServer_name> 

To erase a Device Server you can choose    

off <DeviceServer_name> 
kill -9 <DeviceServer_process> 

2.1.6.   Spec 

Spec is a UNIX-based software package for instrument control and data acquisition widely 
used for X-ray diffraction at synchrotrons around the world and in university, national and 
industrial laboratories. SPEC is trademark of Certified; http://www.certif.com/. A collections of 
documents related to SPEC are located here; 
http://www.esrf.fr/computing/bliss/documentation/documentation.html#spec 

Using SPEC 

The device configutation files that use SPEC and Device Servers are located in the server 
at /users/blissadm/local/taco/D25/ ; when we update a .res file is necessary update the 
Device Server and restore the SPEC sesion with the  reconfig   command.  

The specific scripts to manage SPEC are located at /users/blissadm/bin and the 
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sesion configuration is in /users/blissadm/bin/spec_version 

Depending how has been the content that we had done in the .res file, is necessary modify 
the configuration of SPEC with the command config.  

For the configuration motor a example can be (... acceding with shift-d) 

MOTORS   DEVICE           ADDR <>MODE NUM <>  TYPE 
YES      D25/b1_Maxe_1/1       UDP     8      ESRF VME MAXE Motor Controller 

For the configuration vct6 board a example can be (... acceding with shift-d) 

SCALERS   DEVICE           ADDR <>MODE NUM <>  TYPE 
YES      D25/a1_Vct6_1          TCP     6      ESRF VCT6 Counter/Timer 

  

A example to see the boards commands that we can use with spec is like follow: 
    > p esrf_io("D25/D250Maxe_1/01","?") 
    > p esrf_io("D25/IcvDAC/01","?") 
    > p esrf_io("D25/Vct6_Card/01","?") 

2.1.7.   Conclusion 

 

Spec can be installed in any remote client, with this CLUI (Command Line User Interface) 
the users communicate with all devices installed into the Line. TACO is installed on the server 
that manage the VME crates, and it is used by Spec and the Device Servers. Drivers and 
Device Servers runs virtually in VME crates (clients of a NFS server that manage a physical 
directory on the server).  

 
2.2. Linux-PPC Documentation Project 

2.2.1. Introduction 
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This HOWTO emphasizes the efforts of just one particular way of accessing the 
VMEbus from a Linux system; Our way requires the Tundra Universe PCI/VME bridge 
device which will not work with many VME processor boards. Our Tundra Universe 
driver has been programmated by Gabriel Paubert and it is located on this FTP Site, 
ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-vme/ 

His emphasis is having a driver that will allow writing kernel modules for specific 
devices in the VME cage. Emphasis includes interrupt handling and queuing DMA 
transfers.  

2.2.2. Installation of the VMELinux diskless system on 
MVME24xx 

2.2.2.1. Server configuration   

Setting up TFTP on your server: 

To have the appropiate service as ftp and telnet in our server, changing 
"Configure Network Service" with the YAST SuseLinux tool. 

Install tftp rpm if not done already, and in the /etc/inetd.conf file, 
uncomment lines for tftp and bootps.  

Setting up NFS file system on your server: 

Then make sure in the etc/rc.config will be START_PORTMAP=yes and 
NFS_SERVER=yes, you can try if a nfs daemon is running typing the following  
ps aux | grep nfs  

Create the exports file into the /etc server directory like follow:  

/tftpboot/160.103.145.6  d251.esrf.fr(rw,no_root_squash) 
/tftpboot/160.103.145.7  d252.esrf.fr(rw,no_root_squash) 
/tftpboot/160.103.145.8  d253.esrf.fr(rw,no_root_squash) 
/tftpboot/160.103.145.9  d254.esrf.fr(rw,no_root_squash) 
/tftpboot/160.103.145.10 d255.esrf.fr(rw,no_root_squash) 

If you modify the bootptab, exports or dhcpd.conf files is neccesary to 
restart nfs and inetd daemon like follow: 

etc/rc.d/nfsserver stop 
etc/rc.d/inetd stop 
etc/rc.d/nfsserver start 
etc/rc.d/inetd start 

Modify the /etc/hosts file in the server putting: 

160.103.145.6 d251.esrf.fr d251 
160.103.145.7 d252.esrf.fr d252 
160.103.145.8 d253.esrf.fr d253 
160.103.145.9 d254.esrf.fr d254 
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160.103.145.10 d255.esrf.fr d255 

Setting up BOOTP or DHCPD server:  

Make sure the dhcpd daemon is running on the server system. The ps aux | 
grep dhcpd command cheks if it is running. If not, the dhcpd program is located in 
/etc/rc.d/dhcpd on Suse systems. if the program is there, the daemon can be 
started with dhcpd start. If the program is not there, a dhcpd daemon should be 
installed from the distribution CD or from a download off the internet. Add the 
configuration to the dhcpd.conf file. This file should be in the /etc directory. Syntax 
should be similar to this:  

ddns-update-style ad-hoc; 
subnet 160.103.145.0 netmask 255.255.255.0 { 
option domain-name "esrf.fr"; 
option domain-name-servers 160.103.6.12; 
option routers 160.103.145.99; 
option ip-forwarding on; 
} 
 
host d251{ 
hardware ethernet 08:00:3E:2C:F5:A8; 
fixed-address 160.103.145.6; 
filename "zImage_tulip"; 
server-name "castilla.esrf.fr"; 
server-identifier 160.103.145.2; 
option host-name "160.103.145.6"; 
}  
 
host d253{ 
hardware ethernet 00:01:AF:07:79:02; 
fixed-address 160.103.145.8; 
filename "zImage_tulip"; 
server-name "castilla.esrf.fr"; 
server-identifier 160.103.145.2; 
option host-name "160.103.145.8"; 
} 
 
host d254{ 
hardware ethernet 08:00:3e:2c:f5:94; 
fixed-address 160.103.145.9; 
filename "zImage_tulip"; 
server-name "castilla.esrf.fr"; 
server-identifier 160.103.145.2; 
option host-name "160.103.145.9"; 
} 
 
host d255{ 
hardware ethernet 00:01:AF:0B:11:CC; 
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fixed-address 160.103.145.10; 
filename "zImage_tulip"; 
server-name "castilla.esrf.fr"; 
server-identifier 160.103.145.2; 
option host-name "160.103.145.10"; 
} 

Restart the dhcpd daemon by typing the command: /etc/rc.d/dhcpd restart. In the 
etc/rc.config  is necessary to put START_DHCPD=yes to run the daemon at start up the 
system. 

If you want to use a BOOTP protocol instead of DHCPD, you should create a 
bootptab file in the /etc directory similar to this: 

allhost:\ 
:ht=ether:\ 
:vm=rfc1048:\ 
:to=auto:\ 
:bs:\ 
:hd=/tftpboot:\ 
:bf=vmlinuz:\ 
:sa=160.103.145.2:\ 
:sm=255.255.255.0:\ 
:gw=160.103.145.99: 
 
d251:ha=08003e2cf5a8:ip=160.103.145.6:tc=all
host: 
d253:ha=0001af077902:ip=160.103.145.8:tc=all
host: 
d254:ha=08003e2cf594:ip=160.103.145.9:tc=al
lhost: 
d255:ha=0001af0b11cc:ip=160.103.145.10:tc=all
host: 

Don´t forget install the appropiate rpm files concerning BOOTP protocol, those are 
bootparamd and bootp-DD2 for a Suse distribution. 

Preparing the PPC filesystem: 

 Before continuing, you have to get the files below indicated and put them on 
/usr/local/linuxppc: 

zImage.nfsroot-2.2.12 ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-2.2/zImage.nfsroot-2.2.12 (...if 
you work at 10 Mbps ethernet speed) 
zImage-tulip (... if you work at 100 Mbps, see point 4, ... building a Linux Kernel) 
base2_2.tgz ftp://ftp.de.debian.org/debian/dists/potato/main/disks-
powerpc/current/base2_2.tgz (... a tarball containing the necessary filesystem) 

To create the necessary file system you should to do this steps: 
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> su 
> mkdir tftpboot 
> chmod a+xwr tftpboot 
> cd /tftpboot 
> ln -s . tftpboot 
> cp /usr/local/linuxppc/zImage.tulip . 
> cp /usr/local/linuxppc/base2_2.tgz . 
> mkdir 160.103.145.6 
> cd 160.103.145.6 
> tar xvzf /tftpboot/base2_2.tgz 
> mv /tftpboot/160.103.145.8/sbin/unconfigured.sh 
/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/sbin/not.unconfigured.sh 

Edit and configure by hand the next files as follow: 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/hostname 

d253 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/hosts 

160.103.145.2 castilla # tftpboot server for BM25 
160.103.145.8 d253 # First crate VME for branch B 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/resolv.conf 

search esrf.fr  
nameserver 160.103.6.12 
nameserver 160.103.6.84 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/securetty 

# /etc/securetty: list of terminals on which root is allowed 
to login. 
# See securetty(5) and login(1). 
ttyS0 
tty1 
tty2 
tty3 
tty4 
tty5 
tty6 
tty7 
tty8 
tty9 
tty10 
tty11 
tty12 
pts/0 
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pts/1 
pts/2 
pts/3 
pts/4 
pts/5 
pts/6 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/fstab 

# 
# /etc/fstab 
# 
# You should be using fstool (control-panel) to edit this! 
# 
# <device> <mountpoint> <filesystemtype> <options> <dump> <fsckorder> 
 
castilla:/tftpboot/160.103.145.8 / nfs nolock,rw 0 0 
none /dev/pts devpts defaults 
none /proc proc defaults 
yellow:/segfs /segfs nfs nolock,rw,soft 0 0 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/network/interfaces 

# interface file for ifup 
# author: marguet@esrf.fr 21/6/02 
 
iface lo inet loopback 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/inittab 

# /etc/inittab: init(8) configuration. 
# $Id: inittab,v 1.8 1998/05/10 10:37:50 miquels Exp $ 
 
# The default runlevel. 
id:2:initdefault: 
 
# Boot-time system configuration/initialization script. 
# This is run first except when booting in emergency (-b) mode. 
si::sysinit:/etc/init.d/rcS 
 
# What to do in single-user mode. 
~~:S:wait:/sbin/sulogin 
 
# /etc/init.d executes the S and K scripts upon change 
# of runlevel. 
# 
# Runlevel 0 is halt. 
# Runlevel 1 is single-user. 
# Runlevels 2-5 are multi-user. # Runlevel 6 is reboot. 
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l0:0:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 0 
l1:1:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 1 
l2:2:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 2 
l3:3:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 3 
l4:4:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 4 
l5:5:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 5 
l6:6:wait:/etc/init.d/rc 6 
# Normally not reached, but fallthrough in case of emergency. 
z6:6:respawn:/sbin/sulogin 
 
# What to do when CTRL-ALT-DEL is pressed. 
ca:12345:ctrlaltdel:/sbin/shutdown -t1 -a -r now 
 
# Action on special keypress (ALT-UpArrow). 
kb::kbrequest:/bin/echo "Keyboard Request--edit /etc/inittab to let this 
work." 
 
# What to do when the power fails/returns. 
pf::powerwait:/etc/init.d/powerfail start 
pn::powerfailnow:/etc/init.d/powerfail now 
po::powerokwait:/etc/init.d/powerfail stop 
 
# /sbin/getty invocations for the runlevels. 
# 
# The "id" field MUST be the same as the last 
# characters of the device (after "tty"). 
# 
# Format: 
# <id>:<runlevels>:<action>:<process> 
 
# Following lines commented for VME-ESRF (10-7-2002) 
# due to initialization problems (PowerPC)  
#1:2345:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty1 
#2:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty2 
#3:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty3 
#4:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty4 
#5:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty5 
#6:23:respawn:/sbin/getty 38400 tty6 
 
# Example how to put a getty on a serial line (for a terminal) 
# 
# Following line uncommented for VME-ESRF (10-7-2002) 
# Necessary to start a terminal 
T0:23:respawn:/sbin/getty -L ttyS0 9600 vt100 
#T1:23:respawn:/sbin/getty -L ttyS1 9600 vt100 
 
# Example how to put a getty on a modem line. 
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# 
#T3:23:respawn:/sbin/mgetty -x0 -s 57600 ttyS3 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/mtab 

castilla:/tftpboot/160.103.145.8 / nfs rw,nolock,nolock 0 0 
none /proc proc rw 0 0 
devpts /dev/pts devpts rw,gid=5,mode=620 0 0 
yellow:/segfs /segfs nfs rw,nolock,soft,addr=160.103.6.219 0 0 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/passwd 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/shadow 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/hosts.allow 

ALL:ALL:ALLOW 

/tftpboot/160.103.145.8/etc/hosts.deny 

#ALL: PARANOID 

2.2.2.2. Client configuration 

Establishing Network connections with PPCBug : 

Ensure the RTC (Real Time Clock) is functioning with TIME command and 
set the date  

SET mmddyyhhmm 

Configure the board's IP addressibility using the NIOT command. If the 
parameter of NVRAM on the env command is invalid, NIOT will respond 
with an error message and not save the values entered. 
Verify network connectivity using the NPING command 

NPING 0 0 SourceIP DestinationIP 1 

Configuring the MVME24xx firmware : 

Set the environment variables with this command  

ENV 

If we have chosen DHCPD to let the communication between 
server and client, isn't necessary give a ClientIP and ServerIP 
address on the NIOT command, but it is necessary with BOOTP. 

Boot the system with NBO at the command line prompt. 
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2.2.3. Building the Cross Compiler environment 

A simple HOWTO for making an x86 to PPC Cross Compiler Environment, 
can be found here. http://embedded.port5.com/CrossComp-HOWTO.txt. Also, 
you can have a look this notes, 
http://ppd.fnal.gov/experiments/e907/linuxppc/crosscompiler.html or the cross 
development mini-howto http://penguinppc.org/embedded/cross-compiling/ for 
PPC Linux. 

2.2.4. Compiling the Linux Kernel 2.2.12 including the Tulip-
100Mbps driver patch 

 
   1. Download kernel 2.2.12 at http://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/kernel/v2.2/linux-
2.2.12.tar.gz   
 and Gabriel Paubert's  generic, ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-
2.2/mvme2600.generic-patch-2.2.12.bz2  
 and VME, ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-2.2/mvme2600.vme-patch-2.2.12.bz2   
 and ftp://vlab1.iram.es/pub/linux-vme/vme-2.2.12-patch.gz patches,   
 to /tftpboot/160.103.145.10/usr/src directory. 
   2. From /tftpboot/160.103.145.10/usr/src, delete old linux directory and unpack the 
kernel (tar -xzvf linux-2.2.12.tar.gz) 
   3. mv linux linux-2.2.12 
   4. ln -s linux-2.2.12 linux 
   5. cd linux-2.2.12 
   6. patch -p1 < ../mvme2600.generic-patch-2.2.12 
   7. patch -p1 < ../mvme2600.vme-patch-2.2.12 
   8. patch -p1 < ../vme-2.2.12-patch.gz 
   9. Edit the top level Makefile. If you are cross compiling you need to change the 
CROSS_COMPILE option  
 to read 'CROSS_COMPILE   =powerpc-linux-' (with out the quotes)   
 Also you will need to change the 'ARCH :=' line to read 'ARCH = ppc'.   
  10. You have to change the path forwarded towards your cross-compiler directory 
             in our case export PATH=/segfs/linux/ppc/cross-suse72/bin/:$PATH        
  11. make distclean 
  12. make mrproper 
  13. Now type 'make xconfig' or 'make menuconfig' or 'make config' or 'make oldconfig'. 
             Load the file config-OK.  
 Under 'General setup' in the kernel configuration, make sure 'PReP bootloader 
arguments' is built-in. 
 Then select this and change to root=/dev/nfs.  
 In the 'Networking options' make sure 'IP Kernel level auto configuration' is built-
in, 
 and then select 'Bootp support' as built in as well. 
 In the 'Filesystems section' make sure 'Network File Systems' is selected as well 
as  
 'Root file system on NFS'. 
  14. make dep 
  15. Make a backup of  <kernel_path>/drivers/net/Makefile file (rename). 
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      Get ftp://ftp.scyld.com/pub/network/netdrivers-3.5.tgz 
      Untar it on <kernel_path>/drivers/net/ 
      Restore my old <kernel_path>/drivers/net/Makefile 
      Edit the <kernel_path>/drivers/net/Makefile like on "Building updated 
 drivers into the kernel" http://www.scyld.com/network/updates.html like follow 
  L_TARGET := net.a  
 L_OBJS := auto_irq.o pci-scan.o  
 M_OBJS := pci-scan.o  
 MOD_LIST_NAME := NET_MODULES  
  16. make clean 
  17. gmake zImage 
  18. Now if every thing worked the kernel image should be located in 
arch/ppc/prepboot/zImage,  
 copy this into /tftpboot/ with the name zImage-tulip.   
  19. make modules 
 

2.2.5. Other "Linux on VME" Projects 

Other Project List are 

• The "other" Tundra Universe driver - Linux driver for the Tundra 
Semiconductor Universe PCI/VME bridge. Also known as the Hannappe 
driver. Web Site.  

• Linux VME Howto, please refer to the latest documentation at The 
VMELinux Project for up to date information.  

• Synergy has a port for their PowerPC boards at Synergy.  
• VMIC supports the 2.2.x and 2.4.x kernels for their boards. Linux 

on VMIC VME CPUs  
• Linux for 680x0 based VME boards. Currently there are ports for 

Motorola boards (MVME147, MVME162, MVME166, MVME167, 
MVME172, MVME177), BVM boards (BVME4000 and BVME6000), and 
the Tadpole TP34V. Web Site. Latest activity September 1, 2000.  

Concerning officials distributions supporting PReP architecture, 

• Debian GNU/Linux 2.2 ('potato'), ships with kernel version 2.2.19. 
Installation methods. Download here  

• Debian GNU/Linux 3.0 ('woody'), ships with kernel 2.2.20 and 2.4 
opcionally. Download here  

 
2.3. A201S DAC Device Driver for VME-PPC-Linux 

 

The MEN-A201S board is an M-Module carrier board for universal I/O on the VMEbus, 
allowing high flexibility in applications such as data acquisition or process control. It can be 
fitted with up to four M-Modules. The MEN-M37 is a fast 4-channel analog output M-Module 
with a resolution of 16 bits. The current outputs are separately available and can be used as 
0..20mA outputs. The a201s driver has been implemented as a Linux loadable module for 
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kernels 2.2.x. This document explains the functionalities of the a201s device driver. 

2.3.1. Introduction 
 

A201s.o is the Linux PPC device driver written to support several carrier-boards A201S 
and several M-Module M37, made by MEN electronics. The M37 module is located in first 
slot of the carrier-board. To let run the driver correctly, is necessary to load the universe.o, 
esrfvme.o and hook.o drivers for it can to access at VME addresses.  

The a201s device driver main features are:  
- Set the value of one channel.  
- When the system is powered up, the output channels will have a known value, 

and these values are in a file called setinit.dat loaded in compiling time and not in 
executing time; is necessary to recompile the driver to reload the file setinit.dat.  

- Set the values of all channels (4 channels) at same time; the driver inputs the 
number of the channel and its corresponding value reading a file called sethome.dat.  

   
2.3.2. Loading driver 

 
Linux kernel modules are specially made to be pieces of kernel that can be loaded an 

unloaded dynamically, while the kernel is running.  
This appear as a object file a201s.o and is loaded with the command insmod a201s.o . 

This operation runs the initialization of the device and gives a major number to the device 
driver. This one can be found in the /proc/devices file.  

After being loaded, the driver module must be associated with devices files, which will be 
used by user programs. This is made with the command mknod /dev/esrf/vme/a201s_00  c 
<major> <minor>.  

For the a201s device driver, all the work is done in one time by the script startdrv that get 
the board configuration of other file called a201s.conf , this contains the standard mapping of 
a201s VME driver, in particular the board works with the VME standard A24/D16 address 
beginning at FDD0 0000 . Each module need 200 bytes of memory, another second M-
module will start at D0200, a third M-Module will be located at D0400 and the last M-Module 
at D0600.  

   
2.3.3. Unloading 

 
As you can dynamically load your kernel module, you can also unload it when you want 

using the command rmmod a201s . The module will be unloaded only if all the processes 
have been closed before. If an application that uses the driver crashes, it will not be possible 
to unload the driver module. In these cases the best option is to reboot the system.  

   
2.3.4. Driver layout 
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When the driver is loaded in memory executing from user space the command insmod, 

several functions of the driver are used like  
init_module  
a201s_init  
a201s_flexload  

once the driver is running, if a extern procces wants use the driver these functions are used  
a201s_open using fd=open(“dev/esrf/vme/a201s_00”,O_RDWR)  
a201s_ioctl using result=ioctl(fd,a201s_IOC_WRCHAN,&user_data)  
a201s_release using close(fd)  

if we want unload the driver with rmmod, the function cleanup_module is called too.  
  

2.3.5. Special files 
 

Kernel uses special files to save all the systems parameters. Some of those can be very 
useful to get information about the device driver  

/proc/devices: This file show all drivers installed on the system  
/proc/ioports:  All I/O regions that have been take by devices drivers.  
/proc/modules: All modules loaded.  
/proc/version: The current kernel version.  
/var/log/messages: All messages sent by kernel with printk() calls.  
/var/log/syslog: The same like the last.  
  

2.3.6. Accesing the driver 
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Once the a201s driver is running in memory, we can execute a tester process to check 
the correct functionality of the driver.  

The testing program configure only 1 device for the driver, in this case 
/dev/esrf/vme/a201s_00; if we need use more boards is necessary to recompile the driver 
with the changes.  

If we run the tester, we can use all functionalies of the driver like write one chanel and 
use the setinit or sethome files.  

Another posibility to access the driver is using the device server a201s_DAC (that use the 
library a201slib.o to manage the a201s driver) 

 
2.3.7. Compiling a201s 

 
Compiling the Makefile, this one maked the a201s.o executable driver, the test_a201s.o 

file and the a201slib.o file that will use the device server to compile it.  
A correct log of the compilation  must be the next:  
   

d253:/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/a201s# make clean  
if test bin/ppc && test -d bin/ppc ; then rm -f bin/ppc/* ; fi  
d253:/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/a201s# make  
gcc -Wall -O -DLINUX  -I./src -I../include/esrfvme -I../include/hook -c src/a201s.c -o 
bin/ppc/a201s.o  
gcc -Wall -O -DLINUX  -I./src -I../include/esrfvme -I../include/hook -o 
bin/ppc/test_a201s.o src/test_a201s.c  
gcc -Wall -O -DLINUX  -I./src -I../include/esrfvme -I../include/hook -c src/a201slib.c -
o bin/ppc/a201slib.o  
d253:/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/a201s#  
 

2.4. A201S_DAC DEVICE SERVER 
 

The a201s_DAC Device Server has been implemented to control the a201s driver under 
PPC platforms. 

 
2.4.1. Introduction 

 
The a201s_DAC device server allows controlling one a201s carrier board and one M37 

module.  
This device server does not access the card directly but via calls to the corresponding 

device driver. The driver is used to allow several processes  to access the card 
simultaneously.  

 
 
 

2.4.2. Startup 
 

The device server startup() asks the static database for a list of devices it should serve, 
and then creates, initialises and exports them. The startup() procedure fails if there is a 
problem accesing the static database or the device driver.  

The device server starts typing: a201s_DAC <DeviceServerName>. The 
DeviceServerName has to be defined in the database.  
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2.4.3. Database support 

 
An example resource file a201s_DAC.res can be 

 
# **************** ICNTL - Resource File ************* 
# Automatically created ( Thu Jan 29 10:46:53 MET 1998) 
# by  
# MODIFIED :  DATE     NAME     COMMENT 
# 
#############################################
######################  
# This resource file has been generated automatically 
# for use by a Relay device server. 
# 
# Beamline type = ISG=(Beamline type [Ex: ID or D]: )  
# Beamline Domaine = ISG=(BEAMLINE DOMAINE [Ex: ID09]: ) 
# Crate number = 109=(CRATE number. Only 3 digits [Ex: 091, 191, 202]: )   
# Icv196 board number = 1=(Icv196 board number[1 -> 4]: ) 
#############################################
######################  
# 
# FILE:        
# PURPOSE:    Resource file for Relay number 1 on ISG  
# 
#############################################
#####################  
 
# 
#    List of Devices Served by the Service 
# 
a201sDAC/test/device:  D25/a201sDAC/01 \ 
                       D25/a201sDAC/02 \ 
                       D25/a201sDAC/03 \  
                       D25/a201sDAC/04  
 
# to add other channels: 
#                         ISG/IcvDAC_20/02  
#            ISG/IcvDAC_20/03     
 
#CLASS/IcvDAC/Default/DrvRootName: /dev/esrf/vme/ 
 
#CLASS/IcvDACServer/Default/DebugFlags:0xffffffff 
#CLASS/IcvDAC/Default/DebugFlags: 0xffffffff 
 
#D25/IcvDAC/test/cardtype: 712 
#D25/IcvDAC/test/unitnum: 0 
#D25/IcvDAC/test/cratenum: 0 
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# 
# 
#     Channel 01 DEVICE  RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/a201sDAC/01/channum: 0 
D25/a201sDAC/01/minvalue: 0 
D25/a201sDAC/01/maxvalue: 20 
 
 
# 
# 
#     Channel 02 DEVICE  RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/a201sDAC/02/channum:       1 
D25/a201sDAC/02/minvalue:       0 
D25/a201sDAC/02/maxvalue:       20 
 
#ISG/IcvDAC_20/02/waitticks: 1000 
#ISG/IcvDAC_20/02/maxstep: 35 
 
# 
# 
#     Channel 03 DEVICE  RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/a201sDAC/03/channum:     2 
D25/a201sDAC/03/minvalue:     0 
D25/a201sDAC/03/maxvalue:     20 
 
# 
#     Channel 04 DEVICE RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/a201sDAC/04/channum:         3 
D25/a201sDAC/04/minvalue:        0 
D25/a201sDAC/04/maxvalue:        20 
 
 

It describes 1 card with four channels, and the minimal and maximal values. 
The CMDS and ERROR resources necessary for the servers and the 

clients, which are addressing them, are set in the a201sDACCmdsErrors.res 
file, 
 
#ERRORS 
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#define DevErr_BadChannel       DevRelayBase+2 
ERROR/3/51/4:       "Bad Channel Selected" 
 
 
 
#COMMANDS 
 
#define DevInfo              DevIcvDACBase+1 
#CMDS/3/51/1:                    "DevInfo" 
#define DevBoardReset        DevIcvDACBase+2 
#CMDS/3/51/2:                    "DevBoardReset" 
 
 
#CMDS/5/6/0:                    "DevRamp" 

   
 
 

2.4.4. Device Server Layout 
 

 
 

 
2.4.5. Device commands 

 
 

DevSetValue:  
Action: Set the output value from the channel register.  
Argin: D_FLOAT_TYPE, the output in mAmp.  
Argout: D_VOID_TYPE, no output arguments  
   

DevStore:  
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Action: load the values that have the setinit.dat file, located in 
usr/local/driver/conf,  
Argin: D_VOID_TYPE none  
Argout:  no output arguments  
   

DevRestore:  
Action:  load the values that have the sethome.dat file, located in 
usr/local/driver/conf  
Argin: D_VOID_TYPE: none  
Argout: DVOID_TYOE: none  
   

DevStatus:  
Action: This command returns the state of the object as an ASCII string. It can 
be “Device is on” or “Device is fault”  
Argin: D_VOID_TYPE: no input argument  
Argout: none  

 
2.5. MEN36 ADC DRIVER 

 
The M36 is based on the M-Module ANSI mezzanine standard. It can be used as an I/O 

extension in the VME bus system or on any type of stand-alone SBC. Appropriate M-Module 
carrier cards in 3U, 6U and other formats are available from MEN or other manufacturers. 
The M36 is a 16-bit analog input M-Module. The isolated supply voltages can be generated 
by an on-board DC/DC converter. Sampling on the M-Module is completely automatic. The 
measured values are available in a dual-ported RAM. The sequence and mode of channels 
to be measured can also be defined in the dual-ported RAM. Acquisition time is less than 
10µs. Input signal conditioning is done using a small adapter. - 16 analog inputs, single-
ended - Current Measurement Precision: ±1% - Current max.: ±25mA - Current full scale: 
±20mA, UA = ±1.25V As for single-ended acquisition the current measurement version has a 
62.5-. shunt installed for full scale at ±20mA. The gain factor selected by software must be 8! 
The men36 driver has been implemented as a Linux loadable module for kernels 2.2.x. This 
document explains the functionalities of the men36 device driver. 

 
2.5.1. Introduction 

 
Men36.o is the Linux PPC device driver written to support several carrier-boards A201S 

and several M-Module M36, made by MEN electronics. The M36 module is located in second 
slot of the carrier-board because in the first slot there is a M37 module. To let run the driver 
correctly, is necessary to load the universe.o, esrfvme.o and hook.o drivers for it can to 
access at VME addresses.  

The men36 device driver main feature is to read the value of one particular channel.  
   

2.5.2. Loading driver 
 

Linux kernel modules are specially made to be pieces of kernel that can be loaded an 
unloaded dynamically, while the kernel is running.  

This appear as a object file men36.o and is loaded with the command insmod men36.o . 
This operation runs the initialization of the device and gives a major number to the device 
driver. This one can be found in the /proc/devices file.  
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After being loaded, the driver module must be associated with devices files, which will be 
used by user programs. This is made with the command mknod /dev/esrf/vme/men36_00  c 
<major> <minor>.  

For the men36 device driver, all the work is done in one time by the script startdrv that get 
the board configuration of other file called men36.conf , this contains the standard mapping 
of men36 VME driver, in particular the board works with the VME standard A24/D16 address 
beginning at FDD0 0000 for the a201s carrier board. Each module need 200 bytes of 
memory, another second M-module will start at D0200, a third M-Module will be located at 
D0400 and the last M-Module at D0600.  

   
2.5.3. Unloading 

 
As you can dynamically load your kernel module, you can also unload it when you want 

using the command rmmod men36 . The module will be unloaded only if all the processes 
have been closed before. If an application that uses the driver crashes, it will not be possible 
to unload the driver module. In these cases the best option is to reboot the system.  

   
2.5.4. Driver layout 

 

 
When the driver is loaded in memory executing from user space the command insmod, 

several functions of the driver are used like  
init_module  
men36_init  
men36_flexload  

once the driver is running, if a extern procces wants use the driver these functions are used  
men36_open using fd=open(“dev/esrf/vme/men36_00”,O_RDWR)  
men36_ioctl using result=ioctl(fd,men36_IOC_RDCHAN,&user_data)  
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men36_release using close(fd)  
if we want unload the driver with rmmod, the function cleanup_module is called too.  

  
2.5.5. Special files 

 
Kernel uses special files to save all the systems parameters. Some of those can be very 

useful to get information about the device driver  
/proc/devices: This file show all drivers installed on the system  
/proc/ioports:  All I/O regions that have been take by devices drivers.  
/proc/modules: All modules loaded.  
/proc/version: The current kernel version.  
/var/log/messages: All messages sent by kernel with printk() calls.  
/var/log/syslog: The same like the last.  
  

2.5.6. Accesing the driver 
 

Once the men36 driver is running in memory, we can execute a tester process to check 
the correct functionality of the driver.  

The testing program configure only 1 device for the driver, in this case 
/dev/esrf/vme/a201s_00; if we need use more m-modules is necessary to recompile the 
driver with the changes.  

If we run the tester, we can use all functionalies of the driver.  
Another posibility to access the driver is using the device server men36_DAC (that use 

the library men36lib.o to manage the men36 driver)  
 
2.5.7. Compiling men36 

 
Compiling the Makefile, this one maked the men36.o executable driver, the test_men36.o 

file and the men36lib.o file that will use the device server to compile it.  
A correct log of the compilation  must be the next:  
   

d253:/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/men36# make clean  
if test bin/ppc && test -d bin/ppc ; then rm -f bin/ppc/* ; fi  
d253:/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/men36# make  
gcc -Wall -O -DLINUX  -I./src -I../include/esrfvme -I../include/hook -c src/men36.c -o 
bin/ppc/men36.o  
gcc -Wall -O -DLINUX  -I./src -I../include/esrfvme -I../include/hook -o 
bin/ppc/test_men36.o src/test_men36.c  
gcc -Wall -O -DLINUX  -I./src -I../include/esrfvme -I../include/hook -c src/men36lib.c -
o bin/ppc/men36lib.o  

d253:/job_place/prueba/segfs/bliss/source/driver/linux/men36#  
 
 

2.6. MEN36_DAC DEVICE SERVER 
 

The men36_DAC Device Server has been implemented to control the men36 driver under 
PPC platforms. 
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2.6.1. Introduction 
 

The men36_DAC device server allows controlling one a201s carrier board and one M36 
module.  

This device server does not access the card directly but via calls to the corresponding 
device driver. The driver is used to allow several processes  to access the card 
simultaneously. 

 
2.6.2. Startup 

 
The device server startup() asks the static database for a list of devices it should serve, 

and then creates, initialises and exports them. The startup() procedure fails if there is a 
problem accesing the static database or the device driver.  

The device server starts typing: men36_DAC <DeviceServerName>. The 
DeviceServerName has to be defined in the database.  

The device server startup() asks the static database for a list of devices it should serve, 
and then creates, initialises and exports them. The startup() procedure fails if there is a 
problem accesing the static database or the device driver.  

The device server starts typing: men36_DAC <DeviceServerName>. The 
DeviceServerName has to be defined in the database.  

   
2.6.3. Database support 

 
An example resource file men36_DAC.res can be 

 
 
# **************** ICNTL - Resource File ************* 
# Automatically created ( Thu Jan 29 10:46:53 MET 1998) 
# by  
# MODIFIED :  DATE     NAME     COMMENT 
# 
#############################################
######################  
# This resource file has been generated automatically 
# for use by a Relay device server. 
# 
# Beamline type = ISG=(Beamline type [Ex: ID or D]: )  
# Beamline Domaine = ISG=(BEAMLINE DOMAINE [Ex: ID09]: ) 
# Crate number = 109=(CRATE number. Only 3 digits [Ex: 091, 191, 202]: )   
# Icv196 board number = 1=(Icv196 board number[1 -> 4]: ) 
#############################################
######################  
# 
# FILE:       ISGVostok1DAC.res 
# PURPOSE:    Resource file for Relay number 1 on ISG  
# 
#############################################
#####################  
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# 
#    List of Devices Served by the Service 
# 
men36DAC/test/device:  D25/men36DAC/01 \ 
                       D25/men36DAC/02 \ 
                       D25/men36DAC/03 \ 
                       D25/men36DAC/04 
 
# to add other channels: 
#                         ISG/IcvDAC_20/02 
#            ISG/IcvDAC_20/03 
 
#CLASS/IcvDAC/Default/DrvRootName: /dev/esrf/vme/ 
 
#CLASS/IcvDACServer/Default/DebugFlags:0xffffffff 
#CLASS/IcvDAC/Default/DebugFlags: 0xffffffff 
 
#D25/IcvDAC/test/cardtype: 712 
#D25/IcvDAC/test/unitnum: 0 
#D25/IcvDAC/test/cratenum: 0 
 
# 
# 
#     Channel 01 DEVICE  RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/men36DAC/01/channum: 0 
 
# 
# 
#     Channel 02 DEVICE  RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/men36DAC/02/channum:       1 
 
# 
# 
#     Channel 03 DEVICE  RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/men36DAC/03/channum:     2 
 
# 
#     Channel 04 DEVICE RESOURCES 
# 
# 
D25/men36DAC/04/channum:         3 
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It describes 1 card with four channels, and the minimal and maximal values. 
The CMDS and ERROR resources necessary for the servers and the 

clients, which are addressing them, are set in the men36DACCmdsErrors.res 
file, 
 
#ERRORS 
 
#define DevErr_BadChannel       DevRelayBase+2 
ERROR/3/51/4:       "Bad Channel Selected" 
 
 
 
#COMMANDS 
 
#define DevInfo              DevIcvDACBase+1 
#CMDS/3/51/1:                    "DevInfo" 
#define DevBoardReset        DevIcvDACBase+2 
#CMDS/3/51/2:                    "DevBoardReset" 
 
 
#CMDS/5/6/0:                    "DevRamp" 

   
2.6.4. Device Server Layout 

 

 
 

2.6.5. Device commands 
 

DevReadValue:  
Action: Read the input value.  
Argin: D_FLOAT_TYPE, the output in mAmp.  
Argout: The value  
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DevStatus:  
Action: This command returns the state of the object as an ASCII string. It can 
be “Device is on” or “Device is fault”  
Argin: D_VOID_TYPE: no input argument  
Argout: none   
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3. ELECTRONIC SYSTEM 
3.1. RACKS 
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3.2. VME CRATES 

3.2.1. Crate OH A 
 

Crate OH A 
  Crates OH 

Branch A  CRATE #A1  5x VPAP      

     2x CC133      
     1x VCT6      
    CRATE'S DPAP 4X RPAP8      
     1X RMIP8      
            
            
  VPAP_0 RPAP8_0     SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_01 ATT1 Attenuator   C 0003 C 0004 
   DPAP2_02 ATT2    C 0007 C 0008 
   DPAP2_03 ATT3    C 0011 C 0012 

R05 A  DPAP2_04 PSLL Horizontal primay 
slits   C 0062 C 0066 

   DPAP2_05 PSLR    C 0065 C 0067 

   DPAP2_06 SSLL Horizontal secondary 
slits   C 0068 C 0072 

   DPAP2_07 SSLR    C 0071 C 0073 
   DPAP2_08 WBM White Beam monitor   C 0020 C 0019 
            
  VPAP_1 RMIP8_1     SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP7_11 PSLU Vertical primary slits   C 0100 C 0105 
   DPAP7_12 PSLD    C 0103 C 0104 

   DPAP7_13 SSLU Vertical secondary 
slits   C 0109 C 0111 

R05 B  DPAP7_14 SSLD    C 0106 C 0110 
   DPAP7_15 MBRAGGØ1 Monochromator   C 0084 C 0097 
   DPAP7_16 Not uset        
   DPAP7_17 Not uset        
   DPAP7_18 Not uset        
            
  VPAP_2 RPAP8_2     SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_21 YAW Monochromator   C 0086 C 0098 
   DPAP2_22 MTZ    C 0087 C 0099 
   DPAP2_23 JACK1    C 0078 C 0095 

R05 C  DPAP2_24 JACK2    C 0080 C 0096 
   DPAP2_25 JACK3    C 0082 C 0088 
   DPAP2_26 Not uset        
   DPAP2_27 Not uset        
   DPAP2_28 Not uset        
            
  VPAP_3 RPAP8_3     SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_31 Not uset        
   DPAP2_32 Not uset        
   DPAP2_33 CM_JACK1 Collimating mirror   C 0023 C 0037 

R05 D  DPAP2_34 CM_JACK2    C 0025 C 0038 
   DPAP2_35 CM_JACK3    C 0027 C 0039 
   DPAP2_36 CM_T1    C 0029 C 0040 
   DPAP2_37 CM_T2    C 0031 C 0041 
   DPAP2_38 CM_BENDER    C 0022 C 0042 
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  VPAP_4 RPAP8_4     SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_41 FM_JACK1 Focusing mirror   C 0045 C 0057 
   DPAP2_42 FM_JACK2    C 0047 C 0058 
   DPAP2_43 FM_JACK3    C 0049 C 0059 

R05 D  DPAP2_44 FM_T1    C 0051 C 0060 
   DPAP2_45 FM_T2    C 0053 C 0061 
   DPAP2_46 FM_BENDER    C 0043 C 0056 
   DPAP2_47 Not uset        
   DPAP2_48 Not uset        
            
  CC133_0      CABLE NUMBER   
   1 PSLU Vertical primary slits   S 0044   
   2 PSLD    S 0043   

   3 PSLL Horizontal primary 
slits   S 0024   

   4 PSLR    S 0025   
   5 JACK1 Monochromator   S 0028   

R04 B  6 JACK2    S 0029   
   7 JACK3    S 0030   

   8 MBRAGGØ1    S 0031   

   9 SSLU Vertical secondary 
slits   S 0046   

   10 SSLD    S 0045   

   11 SSLL Horizontal secondary 
slits   S 0026   

   12 SSLR    S 0027   
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
  CC133_1      CABLE NUMBER   
   1 CM_JACK1 Collimating mirror   S 0007   
   2 CM_JACK2    S 0008   
   3 CM_JACK3    S 0009   
   4 CM_T1    S 0047   
   5 CM_T2    S 0048   

R04 B  6 FM_JACK1 Focusing mirror   S 0012   
   7 FM_JACK2    S 0013   
   8 FM_JACK3    S 0014   
   9 FM_T1    S 0020   
   10 FM_T2    S 0021   

   11 MBRAGGØ2 Monochromator   S 0032   
   12 Not uset        
            
  WAGO - A IN          
   1 Gauge 1 Monochromator       
   2 Gauge 2        
   3 Gauge 3        
            
  WAGO - D IN      CABLE NUMBER   
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   1 Limit Sw top-bott Screen Beam 
monitor 1   C 0014   

   2 Limit Sw top-bott Screen Beam 
monitor 2   C 0017   

            
            

  WAGO - D 
OUT      CABLE NUMBER   

   1 Elec valve  Screen Beam 
monitor 1   C 0013   

   2 Elec valve  Screen Beam 
monitor 2   C 0016   

   3 Photodiode- NOVELEC Beam monitor        

   4 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Collimating mirror       

   5 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC        

   6 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Focusing mirror       

   7 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC        

            
            

  MEN37- A 
OUT          

   1 Elec valve 1 Monochromator       
   2 Elec valve 2        
   3 Elec valve 3        
            
  VCT6_0      CABLE NUMBER   
   1 Photodiode- NOVELEC Beam monitor    S 0002   

   2 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Collimating mirror   S 0010   

R04 B  3 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC    S 0011   

   4 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Focusing mirror   S 0018   

   5 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC    S 0019   

            
  MOCO          
   1 Photodiode1 Monochromator       
   2 Photodiode2        
   3 Photodiode3        

 

3.2.2. Crate OH B 
 

Crate OH B 

  Crates OH 
Branch B   CRATE #B1   5x VPAP      

       2x CC133      
       1x VCT6      
              

     CRATE'S DPAP 4X RPAP8       
      1X RMIP8       
              
              
              
              
  VPAP_0 RPAP8_0    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    
   DPAP2_01 ATT1 Attenuator  C 0158 C 0159    
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   DPAP2_02 ATT2   C 0162 C 0163    
   DPAP2_03 ATT3   C 0166 C 0167    

R06 A  DPAP2_04 PSLL Horizontal primay 
slits  C 0217 C 0221    

   DPAP2_05 PSLR   C 0220 C 0222    

   DPAP2_06 SSLL Horizontal 
secondary slits  C 0223 C 0227    

   DPAP2_07 SSLR   C 0226 C 0228    

   DPAP2_08 WBM White bem 
monitor  C 0175 C 0174    

              
  VPAP_1 RMIP8_1    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    

   DPAP7_11 PSLU Vertical primary 
slits  C 0258 C 0260    

   DPAP7_12 PSLD   C 0255 C 0259    

   DPAP7_13 SSLU Vertical secondary 
slits  C 0264 C 0266    

   DPAP7_14 SSLD   C 0261 C 0265    

R06 B  DPAP7_15 MBRAGGØ1 Monochromator  C 0239 C 0252    
   DPAP7_16 Not uset          
   DPAP7_17 Not uset          
   DPAP7_18 Not uset          
              
  VPAP_2 RPAP8_2    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    
   DPAP2_21 YAW Monochromator  C 0241 C 0253    
   DPAP2_22 MTZ   C 0242 C 0254    
   DPAP2_23 JACK1   C 0233 C 0250    

R06 B  DPAP2_24 JACK2   C 0235 C 0251    
   DPAP2_25 JACK3   C 0237 C 0243    
   DPAP2_26 Not uset          
   DPAP2_27 Not uset          
   DPAP2_28 Not uset          
              
              
  VPAP_3 RPAP8_3    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    
   DPAP2_31 Not uset          
   DPAP2_32 Not uset          
   DPAP2_33 F_JACK1 Flat mirror  C 0178 C 0192    
   DPAP2_34 F_JACK2   C 0180 C 0193    

R06 D  DPAP2_35 F_JACK3   C 0182 C 0194    
   DPAP2_36 F_T1   C 0184 C 0195    
   DPAP2_37 F_T2   C 0186 C 0196    
   DPAP2_38 F_BENDER   C 0177 C 0197    
              
  VPAP_4 RPAP8_4    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    
   DPAP2_41 FM_JACK1 Focusing mirror  C 0200 C 0212    
   DPAP2_42 FM_JACK2   C 0202 C 0213    
   DPAP2_43 FM_JACK3   C 0204 C 0214    

R06 D  DPAP2_44 FM_T1   C 0206 C 0215    
   DPAP2_45 FM_T2   C 0208 C 0216    
   DPAP2_46 FM_BENDER   C 0198 C 0211    
   DPAP2_47 Not uset          
   DPAP2_48 Not uset          
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  CC133_0     CABLE NUMBER      

   1 PSLU Vertical primary 
slits  S 0100      

   2 PSLD   S 0099      

   3 PSLL Horizontal primary 
slits  S 0080      

   4 PSLR   S 0081      
   5 JACK1 Monochromator  S 0084      
   6 JACK2   S 0085      

R07 B  7 JACK3   S 0086      

   8 MBRAGGØ1   S 0087      

   9 SSLU Vertical secondary 
slits  S 0102      

   10 SSLD   S 0101      

   11 SSLL Horizontal 
secondary slits  S 0082      

   12 SSLR   S 0083      
              
  CC133_1     CABLE NUMBER      
   1 F_JACK1 Flat mirror  S 0066      
   2 F_JACK2   S 0067      
   3 F_JACK3   S 0068      
   4 F_T1   S 0103      
   5 F_T2   S 0104      

R07 B  6 FM_JACK1 Focusing mirror  S 0071      
   7 FM_JACK2   S 0072      
   8 FM_JACK3   S 0073      
   9 FM_T1   S 0076      
   10 FM_T2   S 0077      

   11 MBRAGGØ2 Monochromator  S 0088      
   12 Not uset          
              

  WAGO - A 
IN            

   1 Gauge 1 Monochromator         
   2 Gauge 2          
   3 Gauge 3          
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  WAGO - D 
IN     CABLE NUMBER      

   1 Limit Sw top-bott Screen Beam 
monitor 1  C 0169      

   2 Limit Sw top-bott Screen Beam 
monitor 2  C 0172      

              
              
              

  WAGO - D 
OUT     CABLE NUMBER      

   1 Elec valve  Screen Beam 
monitor 1  C 0168      

   2 Elec valve  Screen Beam 
monitor 2  C 0171      

   3 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Flat mirror         

   4 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC          

   5 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Focusing mirror         

   6 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC          

              
              

  MEN37- A 
OUT            

   1 Elec valve 1 Monochromator         
   2 Elec valve 2          
   3 Elec valve 3          
              
  VCT6_0     CABLE NUMBER      

   1 Photodiode - 
NOVELEC Beam monitor  S 0003      

R07 B  2 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Flat mirror  S 0069      

   3 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC   S 0070      

   4 Photodiode1 - 
NOVELEC Focusing mirror  S 0074      

   5 Photodiode2 - 
NOVELEC   S 0075      

              
              
              
  MOCO            
   1 Photodiode1 Monochromator         
   2 Photodiode2          
   3 Photodiode3          

 

3.2.3. Crate EH A 
 

Crate EH A 
  Crates EH 

Branch A   CRATE #A2   3x VPAP      

       1x CC133      
       1x VCT6      
              

     CRATE'S DPAP 3x RPAP8       
      1x RMIP8       
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  VPAP_0 RPAP8_0    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    

   DPAP2_01 PSS1U Vertical presample 
slits  C 0308 C 0304    

   DPAP2_02 PSS1D   C 0309 C 0305    

R01 D  DPAP2_03 PSS1L Horizontal 
presample slits  C 0316 C 0312    

   DPAP2_04 PSS1R   C 0317 C 0313    

   DPAP2_05 PSS2U Vertical presample 
slits  C 0310 C 0306    

   DPAP2_06 PSS2D   C 0311 C 0307    

   DPAP2_07 PSS2L Horizontal 
presample slits  C 0318 C 0314    

   DPAP2_08 PSS2R   C 0319 C 0315    
              
  VPAP_1 RPAP8_1    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    

   DPAP2_11 BPM Beam position 
monitor  C 0423 C 0422    

   DPAP2_12 Not used          
   DPAP2_13 Not used          

R01 D  DPAP2_14 Z Diffractometer  C 0329 C 0320    
   DPAP2_15 ALPHA   C 0330 C 0321    
   DPAP2_16 Y   C 0331 C 0322    
   DPAP2_17 Sh1 Sample holder  C 0416 C 0414    
   DPAP2_18 SH2   C 0417 C 0415    
              
  VPAP_2 RPAP8_2    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    

   DPAP2_21 Ø Beam position 
monitor  C 0334 C 0325    

   DPAP2_22 2Ø Crystal analizer  C 0335 C 0326    
   DPAP2_23 SETTING   C 0336 C 0327    

R01 E  DPAP2_24 TRANSL   C 0337 C 0328    
    Not used          
    Not used          
    Not used          
    Not used          
              
  VPAP_2 RMIP8_3    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE    
   DPAP7_11 Ø Diffractometer  C 0332 C 0323    
   DPAP7_12 2Ø   C 0333 C 0324    
    Not used          

R01 B   Not used          
    Not used          
    Not used          
    Not used          
    Not used          
              
              
  CC133_0     CABLE NUMBER      

   1 BPM Beam position 
monitor  S 0212      

   2 Y Diffractometer  S 0137      
   3 Ø   S 0138      
   4 Not used          
   5 Not used          

R01 A  6 Not used          
   7 Not used          
   8 Not used          
   9 Not used          
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   10 Not used          
   11 Not used          
   12 Not used          
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
  VCT6      CABLE NUMBER      
   1  Cyberstar         

   2 Photodiode-
NOVELEC beam monitor  S 0120      

R01 A  3 NOVELEC Ion chamber  S 0117      
   4 NOVELEC   S 0118      
   5 NOVELEC   S 0119      
              

  ICV150 - A 
IN     CABLE NUMBER      

R01 A  1 Pos hor - 
NOVELEC 

Beam position 
monitor  S 0115      

   2 Pos ver - 
NOVELEC   S 0116      

              

  ICV196 - D 
OUT            

   1 Photodiode-
NOVELEC beam monitor         

   2 NOVELEC Ion chamber         
   3 NOVELEC          
   4 NOVELEC          
              
              
              
              
              

 

3.2.4. Crate EH B 
 

Crate EH B 
  Crates EH 

Branch B   CRATE #B2   5x VPAP   

       1x CC133   
       1x VCT6   

     CRATE'S DPAP 5x RPAP8 1RMIP8   
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  VPAP_0 RPAP8_0    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 

   DPAP2_01 PSSU1  Vertical presample slits - 
SCD  C 0406 C 0404 

   DPAP2_02 PSSD1    C 0407 C 0405 

   DPAP2_03 PSSL1 Horizontal presample slits 
-SCD  C 0402 C 0400 

R02 A  DPAP2_04 PSSR1   C 0403 C 0401 

   DPAP2_05 PSSU2 Vaertical presample slits-
SXD  C 0480 C 0478 

   DPAP2_06 PSSD2   C 0481 C 0479 

   DPAP2_07 PSSL2 Horizontal presample slits 
-SXD  C 0476 C 0474 

   DPAP2_08 PSSR2   C 0477 C 0475 
           
  VPAP_1 RPAP8_1    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_11 BPM Beam position monitor  C 0425 C 0424 
   DPAP2_12 TZ1 SCD diffractometer  C 0439 C 0426 
   DPAP2_13 Not used       

R02 B  DPAP2_14 Not used       
   DPAP2_15 TY1 SCD diffractometer  C 0440 C 0427 
   DPAP2_16 CCDTZ Detector      

   DPAP2_17 CCDTX       
   DPAP2_18 CCDTRTHETA   C 0443 C 0430 
           
  VPAP_2 RPAP8_2    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_21 ALPHA2 SXD diffractometer  C 0369 C 0357 
   DPAP2_22 ALPHA1 SCD diffractometer  C 0445 C 0432 
   DPAP2_23 X1   C 0446 C 0433 

R02 B  DPAP2_24 Y1   C 0447 C 0434 
   DPAP2_25 Z1   C 0448 C 0435 
   DPAP2_26 XI1   C 0449 C 0436 
   DPAP2_27 PHI1   C 0450 C 0437 
   DPAP2_28 KAPPA1   C 0451 C 0438 
           
  VPAP_3 RPAP8_3    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_31 THETA SCD Crystal analyzer  C 0456 C 0452 
   DPAP2_32 2THETA   C 0457 C 0453 

   DPAP2_33 THUBER   WITHOUT LIMIT 
SWITCH C 0454 

R02 C  DPAP2_34 AHUBER   WITHOUT LIMIT 
SWITCH C 0455 

   Not used        
   Not used        
   Not used        
   Not used        
           
  VPAP_4 RPAP8_4    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 

   DPAP2_41 DS1L1 Horizontal detector slit -
SCD  C 0462 C 0458 

   DPAP2_42 DS1R1   C 0463 C 0459 
R02 D  DPAP2_43 DS1U1 Vartical detector slit-SCD  C 0470 C 0466 

   DPAP2_44 DS1D1   C 0471 C 0467 

   DPAP2_45 DS2L1 Horizontal detector slit -
SCD  C 0464 C 0460 

   DPAP2_46 DS2R1   C 0465 C 0461 
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   DPAP2_47 DS2U1 Vartical detector slit -SCD  C 0472 C 0468 
   DPAP2_48 DS2D1   C 0473 C 0469 
           
   RMIP8_8    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
  VPAP_1(6) DPAP7_81 GAMMA1 SCD diffractometer  C 0441 C 0428 
  VPAP_1(7) DPAP7_82 DELTA1   C 0442 C 0429 

R02 D VPAP_2(1) DPAP7_83 THETA1   C 0444 C 0431 
  VPAP_7(1) DPAP7_84 GAMMA2 SXD diffractometer  C 0366 C 0354 
  VPAP_7(2) DPAP7_85 DELTA2   C 0368 C 0356 
  VPAP_7(5) DPAP7_86 THETA2   C 0370 C 0358 
    Not used       
    Not used       
           

           
           
           

           
           
           
           

           
           
           
           

           
           
           

           
           
  CC133_0     CABLE NUMBER   
   1 ALPHA1 SCD diffractometer  S 0213   
   2 GAMMA1   S 0214   
   3 DELTA1   S 0215   
   4 THETA1   S 0216   
   5 GAMMA2 SXD diffractometer  S 0146   

R01 B  6 DELTA2   S 0147   

   7 THETA2   S 0148   
   8 ALPHA2   S 0149   
   9 BPM Beam position monitor  S 0143   

   10 Not used       
   11 Not used       
   12 Not used       
           

  ICV150 - A 
IN     CABLE NUMBER   

R01 B  1 Pos hor - NOVELEC Beam position monitor-
SCD  S 0140   

   2 Pos ver - NOVELEC Beam position monitor-
SXD  S 0141   

           
           
  VCT6      CABLE NUMBER   
   1 Cyberstar SCD      

R01 B  2 Cyberstar SXD      

   2 Photodiode - 
NOVELEC Beam monitor  S 0144   

   3 Photodiode - 
NOVELEC   S 0145   

           

  ICV196 - D 
OUT         
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   1 Photodiode - 
NOVELEC Beam monitor      

   2 Photodiode - 
NOVELEC       

   3 Pos hor - NOVELEC Beam position monitor      
   4 Pos ver - NOVELEC       
           

           
           

     CRATE #B3   3x VPAP   
           

           

           
     CRATE'S DPAP 3x RPAP8    
           
           
  VPAP_5 RPAP8_5    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_51 TZ2 SXD diffractometer  C 0364 C 0352 
   DPAP2_52 TX2   C 0365 C 0353 
   DPAP2_53 Not used       

R03 C  DPAP2_54 Not used       
   DPAP2_55 THETA SXD Crystal analyzer  C 0380 C 0376 
   DPAP2_56 2THETA   C 0381 C 0377 

   DPAP2_57 THUBER   WITHOUT LIMIT 
SWITCH C 0378 

   DPAP2_58 AHUBER   WITHOUT LIMIT 
SWITCH C 0379 

           
  VPAP_6 RPAP8_6    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 

   DPAP2_61 DS1L2 Horizontal detector slit -
SXD  C 0388 C 0384 

   DPAP2_62 DS1R2   C 0389 C 0385 
R03 D  DPAP2_63 DS1U2 Vartical detector slit -SXD  C 0396 C 0392 

   DPAP2_64 DS1D2   C 0397 C 0393 

   DPAP2_65 DS2L2 Horizontal detector slit 
SXD  C 0390 C 0386 

   DPAP2_66 DS2R2   C 0391 C 0387 
   DPAP2_67 DS2U2 Vartical detector slit -SXD  C 0398 C 0394 
   DPAP2_68 DS2D2   C 0399 C 0395 
           
  VPAP_7 RPAP8_7    SWITCH CABLE MOTOR CABLE 
   DPAP2_71 Not used       
   DPAP2_72 Not used       
   DPAP2_73 MU2 SXD diffractometer  C 0367 C 0355 

R03 D  DPAP2_74 Not used       
   DPAP2_75 Not used       

   DPAP2_76 Z2   C 0371 C 0359 
   DPAP2_77 XI2   C 0372 C 0360 
   DPAP2_78 PHI2   C 0373 C 0361 
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3.3. BOARDS DESCRIPTION 
 

MVME24xx 
MPC750, 
256MB, 

10/100Mb/s, 
350-450 MHz 

http://mcg.motorola.com/us/ds/pdf/ds0058.pdf 

VPAP 8 channels, 8 
vpap/vme  http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/csel/hwhelp/VPAP.html  

DPAP2 
1 dpap2/motor, 
8 dpap2/rpap8 

crate  

http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/csel/hwhelp/DPAP.html 

DPAP7 
1 dpap7/motor, 
8 dpap7/rpap7 

crate 
  

CC133 
12 incremental 

encoders/board, 
4 cc133/vme  

http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/csel/hwhelp/CC133.html  

ICV150 
(ADC) 

32 channels, 3 
icv150/vme http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/csel/hwhelp/ICV150.html  

ICV196 (D 
i/o) 

96 channels, 4 
icv196/vme http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/csel/hwhelp/ICV196.html  

ICV712 
(DAC) 

8 or 16 
channels, 2 
icv712/vme 

http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/csel/hwhelp/ICV712.html  

VCT6 6 channels  http://www.esrf.fr/computing/cs/csel/hwhelp/VCT6.html 
MEN 

A201S 
Carrier 

Up to 4 M-
Modules http://www.men.de/products/datasheet.asp?prod=01A201S&lid=#desc 

MEN M37 
M-Module 

DAC, 16 bits, 4 
channels http://www.men.de/products/datasheet.asp?prod=04M037-&lid= 

MEN M36 
M-Module 

ADC, 16 bits, 
16 analog 

current inputs, 
single-ended 

http://www.men.de/products/datasheet.asp?prod=04M036-&lid= 
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3.4. ENSI-MODULES CABLES 
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ENSI MODULES CONNECTION 
                    

OS1 - R04 OS1 - R07 CC1 - R01 CC1 - R03 CC2 - R01 
CABLE ENSI CABLE ENSI CABLE ENSI CABLE ENSI CABLE ENSI 
S0007 EN1-CH1 S0066 EN5-CH1 S0143 EN1-CH1 S0213 EN1-CH6 S0137 EN1-CH1 
S0008 EN1-CH2 S0067 EN5-CH2 S0146 EN1-CH2 S0214 EN2-CH1 S0138 EN1-CH2 
S0009 EN1-CH3 S0068 EN5-CH3 S0147 EN1-CH3 S0215 EN2-CH2 S0212 EN1-CH3 
S0012 EN1-CH4 S0071 EN5-CH4 S0148 EN1-CH4 S0216 EN2-CH3     
S0013 EN1-CH5 S0072 EN5-CH5 S0149 EN1-CH5         
S0014 EN1-CH6 S0073 EN5-CH6             
S0020 EN2-CH1 S0076 EN6-CH1             
S0021 EN2-CH2 S0077 EN6-CH2             
S0024 EN2-CH3 S0080 EN6-CH3             
S0025 EN2-CH4 S0081 EN6-CH4             
S0026 EN2-CH5 S0082 EN6-CH5             
S0027 EN2-CH6 S0083 EN6-CH6             
S0028 EN3-CH1 S0084 EN7-CH1             
S0029 EN3-CH2 S0085 EN7-CH2             
S0030 EN3-CH3 S0086 EN7-CH3             
S0031 EN3-CH4 S0087 EN7-CH4             
S0032 EN3-CH5 S0088 EN7-CH5             
S0043 EN3-CH6 S0099 EN7-CH6             
S0044 EN4-CH1 S0100 EN8-CH1             
S0045 EN4-CH2 S0101 EN8-CH2             
S0046 EN4-CH3 S0102 EN8-CH3             
S0047 EN4-CH4 S0103 EN8-CH4             
S0048 EN4-CH5 S0104 EN8-CH5             
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3.5. DEVICES CONNECTION 
 

STEPPER MOTOR 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

VPAP 
 

DPAP2 

LIMIT 

MOTO
VPAP/DPAP-3 meters 

(Standard ESRF) 

S0534NBE 

S0475NBK 

PCT19SKM – PTNM19M 
(ITT CANNON 192-922-1280+1340 MALE)  

PCT08GKM – PTNM08M 
(ITT CANNON 192-922-1260+1320 MALE)  

PCT19SKF – PTNM19F 
(ITT CANNON 192-926-0530+1340 FEMALE)  

PCT08GKF – PTNMO8F 
(ITT CANNON 192-926-0510+1320 FEMALE)  
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MICROSTEP MOTOR 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

VPAP 
 

DPAP7 

VPAP/DPAP-3 meters 
(Standard ESRF) 

LIMIT 
S0534NBE 

PCT19SKM - PTNM19M 
(ITT CANNON 192-922-1280+1340 MALE)  

PCT19SKF – PTNM19F 
(ITT CANNON 192-926-0530+1340 FEMALE)  

RMSM8 

Power Rack OEM 650 
0,9 A   to   7,5 A 

MOTO
PCT08GKF– PTNMO8F 

(ITT CANNON 192-926-0510+1320 FEMALE)  S0475NBK 

PCT08GKM – PTNM08M 
(ITT CANNON 192-922-1260+1320 MALE)  

DPAP7/OEM 650 
(Standard ESRF) 
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ENCODER 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

CC133 
 

ENSI MODULE 

POWER SUPPLY 
8 V, 3 A 

To Encoders 

CC133/STB25-2 meters 
(Standard ESRF) 

Signal conversor 
EXE 602 

ENCODER 

DB15 MALE 
PRS15CAM  

S1014NBH  

PFRB12CF 
REF S30505006 DIMACEL FEMALE 
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I/O BOARDS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ICV196 

 
ICV712 

 
ICV150 

 
VCT6 

 

STB116 
Opto coupled 

STB50 
Opto coupled 

ICV1/STB-2 meters 
(Standard ESRF) 

ICV7/STB-2 meters 
(Standard ESRF) 

ICV1/STB-2 meters 
(Standard ESRF) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

All the software and hardware have been tested satisfactory during typical 
operation and the main advantages of these development  are the following: 

Standard: Quite compatible components available like ESRF platforms hardware 
(VME and its boards) and software (Linux[3]  GNU). 

Economical: The main components as Operating Systems, cross compilers, etc, 
are in most cases free software. Source code is available and with no cost. 

Efficient: The CPU chose PPC at 350 MHz is faster that the olds M68k; the 
ethernet speed to communicate the VME crates with the servers is also higher at 
100 Mbps. 

Versatile:  A simple telnet – ftp monitor can integrate several heterogeneous 
controllers; control windows or panels can be displayed in different places or 
consoles giving a dynamically configurable graphic interface. 
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6 ANNEXE I- SIGNALS 
COMMON 

     COMMON 
COMPONENTS 

   

         

 POS  COMPONENT COMERCIAL 
NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION BOARD SIGNAL 

         

   Electroneumatic 
valve A  

VAT Serie 10 
UHV DN 100  

 Open and Close 
to get vacuum  PLC  Serial 

line  

   Electroneumatic 
valve B  

VAT Serie 10 
UHV DN 250  

 Open and Close 
to get vacuum  PLC  Serial 

line  

   Penning cold 
cathode gauge 

  Doing vacuum  PLC  Serial 
line  

   Pirani gauge   Doing vacuum  PLC  Serial 
line  

   Ion pump A  400 l/seg    PLC  Serial 
line  

   Ion pump B  230 l/seg    PLC  Serial 
line  

   Ion pump C 120 l/seg    PLC  Serial 
line  

   Ion pump D  60 l/seg   PLC  Serial 
line  

         

         

         

1x   Beam monitor   Know intensity   

   Photodiode  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

         

         

         

 

OH A  

     OPTIC HUTCH A 
COMPONENTS 

   

         

 POS  COMPONENT COMERCIAL 
NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION BOARD SIGNAL

         

         

         

1x 1  Photon 
absorber 

  Touch the beam and 
stopper 

  

         

   Thermocouple  Type K - 
WAGO  

  WAGO  Input

         

         

3x  2  Attenuator   Filter the beam to 
decrease its int.  
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  ATT stepper motor  
Sanyo Denki-

103H548-
0440 (2 
phase) 

3,6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step 
; 0,003125 mm/step  9600 step/filter DPAP   

   limit switch top Crouzet 83 
170 4 SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-2=ON 
/// ON -> 1-4=ON;1-

2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input

   limit switch 
bottom  

Crouzet 83 
170 4 SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-2=ON 
/// ON -> 1-4=ON;1-

2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input

   position switch  Crouzet 83 
170 4 SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-2=ON 
/// ON -> 1-4=ON;1-

2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input

   Thrmocouple  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

         

         

1x 2  Vertical 
Primary Slits Max 12mm  To define the beam 

section 
  

  PSLU stepper motor Up  
Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  MICROSTEP  DPAP7   

  PSLU linear encoder Up 
Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

  PSLD stepper motor 
Down  

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  MICROSTEP  DPAP7   

  PSLD linear encoder 
Down  

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch top Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch 
bottom  

Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch top 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch 
bottom (gap)  

     

   Thermocouple 1  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 2  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

         

         

1x 2  Horizontal 
Primary Slits Max 60 mm   To define the beam 

section 
  

  PSLL stepper motor 
Left 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step   DPAP   

  PSLL linear encoder 
Left 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

  PSLR  stepper motor 
Right 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step   DPAP   

  PSLR  linear encoder 
Right 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch Left Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input
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   limit switch Right Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input

   limit switch Left 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch Right 
(gap) 

     

   Thermocouple 1  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 2  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

         

         

1x 2  Wago Salida 
ethernet 

  PC   

         

         

2x   Screen Beam 
monitor 

 2 limit switch per 1 cable Know intensity and 
location  

  

 7,12,  Electroneumatic 
Valve 

Norgren M79 
sxe 9573-z80 Default=OFF;Activate=ON Default = LAS is  ICV196  Digital 

Output

   limit switch 
(bottom/top) 

Telemecanique 
XCM-A102 

OFF->BK-BK=ON;BU-
BN=OFF /// ON->BK-
BK=OFF;BU -BN=ON 

ON when LAS is  ICV196  Digital 
Input

   Video       

         

1x 3 WBM White Beam 
monitor 

 2 limit switch per 1 cable Know intensity and 
location  

  

   Stepper motor    DPAP   

   limit switch 
(bottom/top) 

   DPAP   

   Video       

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

1x 4  Collimating 
mirror 

     

  CM_JACK1  stepper motor A Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  CM_JACK1  encoder A  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   Limit switch A 
down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Limit switch A up  BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  CM_JACK2  stepper motor B Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step 

 DPAP   

  CM_JACK2  encoder B  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   Limit switch B 
down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input
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   Limit switch B up  BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  CM_JACK3  stepper motor C  Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  CM_JACK3  encoder C  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   Limit switch C 
down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Limit switch C up  BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  CM_T1 Stepper motor 
T1 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   

  CM_T1 Linear encoder 
T1 

   CC133  TTL

   Limit switch T1 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T1 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  CM_T2 Stepper motor 
T2 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   

  CM_T2 Linear encoder 
T2 

   CC133  TTL

   Limit switch T2 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T2 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  CM_BENDER Stepper motor SESO   TO CURVE THE MIRROR DPAP   

   Limit switch max  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Limit switch min  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Home switch  On motor Default=OFF ; 
Activate=ON 

 DPAP  Input

   Photodiode  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

   Photodiode  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

         

         

         

         

1x 6  Monochromator      

  YAW  Internal stepper 
motor Rz  

Phytron 
zss3332 

Rotation z  

1.2 A ; 1.8° /step ; 
Rz=YAW=25 µRad/step 

(±10 mRad)  
MICROSTEP - DEMISTEP  DPAP   

   internal limit 
switch Rz Left (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

   internal limit 
switch Rz Right (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

  MTZ Internal stepper 
motor Tz  

Phytron zss43 
Traslation z  

1.2 A ; 1.8 degree/step ; 
Tz=0.0005 mm/step  

 DPAP   

   internal limit 
switch Tz Up (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

   internal limit 
switch Tz Down  (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

  JACK1  External stepper 
motor A  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   
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  JACK1  encoder A  On motor: CI 
500T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch A down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch A up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  JACK2  External stepper 
motor B  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  JACK2  encoder B  On motor: CI 
500T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch B down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch B up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  JACK3  External stepper 
motor C  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  JACK3  encoder C  On motor: CI 
500T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch C down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch C up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  MBRAGGØ1  External stepper 
motor Ø  

RV 240 PPHL 
z103746-1 

3.4 V ; 2.9 A ; 1.8° /step 
; ? =BRAGG=0.02° /step MICROSTEP  DPAP7   

  MBRAGGØ1  encoder Ø1  
Heindenhain 
ERA 180 ; 2 
reader head  

  CC133  TTL

  MBRAGGØ2  encoder Ø2  
Heindenhain 
ERA 180 ; 2 
reader head  

  CC134   

   external limit 
switch ? + - + 170 ° Defined by the motor DPAP7  Input

   external limit 
switch ? - - - 170 ° Defined by the motor DPAP7  Input

  PITCH_F  PID  
Ry=PITCH=? 10 

mRad/mm (±10 mRad ~ 
1÷8 bares) 

increase/decrease the 
presion MEN37 Analog 

output

   Piezo  
Physik 

Instruments 
P-178.20 

opc703.10  

Ry=PITCH= ? 10 
mRad/mm ; (16 µm ~ -

1000V) 
Actuate together bellow 1   

  MROLL PID  
Rx=ROLL=? 10 

mRad/mm (±10 mRad ~ 
1÷8 bares) 

increase/decrease the 
presion MEN37 Analog 

output

  MBENDER  PID  BENDER=Curvature 
(Radio-presion relation) 

increase/decrease the 
presion MEN37 Analog 

output

   Electroneumatic 
valve A1 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V To support the presion   

   Electroneumatic 
valve A2 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V To support the presion   

   Electroneumatic 
valve A3 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V To support the presion   

   Electroneumatic 
valve B1 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V Input presion   

   Electroneumatic 
valve B2 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V Input presion    

   Electroneumatic 
valve B3 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V Input presion    
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   Presion gauge 1 Pfeiffer APR 
266 1÷9.8 V Read the presion ICV150  Analog 

Input

   Presion gauge 2 Pfeiffer APR 
266 1÷9.8 V Read the presion ICV150  Analog 

Input

   Presion gauge 3 Pfeiffer APR 
266 1÷9.8 V Read the presion ICV150  Analog 

Input

   Photodiode 1  MOCO 0÷10 V I/V at the begin of Monoc.   

   Photodiode 2 MOCO 0÷10 V I/V at the end of Monoc.    

   Photodiode 3 MOCO 0÷10 V I/V at the end of Monoc.    

   Thermocouple 1  Type K -WAGO  1º CRISTAL WAGO  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 2  Type K -WAGO  2º CRISTAL WAGO  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 3  Type K -WAGO  GENERAL WAGO  Serial 
line

   Thermostats      Ser
line

         

         

         

1x 11  Focusing 
mirror 

     

  FM_JACK1  External stepper 
motor A  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  FM_JACK1  encoder A  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch A down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch A up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  FM_JACK2  External stepper 
motor B  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  FM_JACK2  encoder B  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch B down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch B up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  FM_JACK3  External stepper 
motor C  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  FM_JACK3  encoder C  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch C down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external l imit 
switch C up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  FM_T1  Stepper motor 
T1 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   

  FM_T1  Linear encoder 
T1 

   CC133  TTL

   Limit switch T1 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T1 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  FM_T2  Stepper motor 
T2 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   
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  FM_T2  Linear encoder 
T2 

   CC133  TTL

   Limit switch T2 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T2 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  FM_BENDER  Stepper motor SESO   TO CURVE THE MIRROR DPAP   

   Limit switch max  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Limit switch min  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Home switch  On motor Default=OFF ; 
Activate=ON 

 DPAP  Input

   Photodiode 1  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

   Photodiode 2 NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

         

         

         

1x 13  Vertical Second 
Slits 

  Primary slits but uncooled    

  SSLU stepper motor Up  
Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step MICROSTEP  DPAP7   

  SSLU linear encoder Up 
Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

  SSLD stepper motor 
Down  

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  
 DPAP7   

  SSLD linear encoder 
Down  

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch top Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch 
bottom  

Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch top 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch 
bottom (gap)  

     

         

         

         

         

         

1x 13  Horizontal 
Second Slits 

  Primary slits but uncooled    

  SSLL stepper motor 
Left 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step   DPAP   

  SSLL linear encoder 
Left 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

  SSLR  stepper motor 
Right 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  
 DPAP   
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  SSLR  linear encoder 
Right 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch Left Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input

   limit switch Right Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input

   limit switch Left 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch Right 
(gap) 

     

         

         

1x ?  Video 
surveyance 

     

 

OH B 

     OPTIC HUTCH B 
COMPONENTS 

   

         

     
Similar to branch A 

except Collimating mirror 
is replaced by Flat mirror.  

   

         

         

         

 POS  COMPONENT COMERCIAL 
NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION BOARD SIGNAL

         

1x 1  Photon 
absorber 

  Touch the beam and 
stopper 

  

         

   Thermocouple  Type K -WAGO   WAGO  Serial 
line

         

         

3x  2  Attenuator   Filter the beam to 
decrease its int.  

  

  ATT stepper motor  
Sanyo Denki-

103H548-
0440 (2 
phase) 

3,6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step 
; 0,003125 mm/step  9600 step/filter DPAP   

   limit switch top Crouzet 83 
170 4 SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-2=ON 
/// ON -> 1-4=ON;1-

2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input

   limit switch 
bottom  

Crouzet 83 
170 4 SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-2=ON 
/// ON -> 1-4=ON;1-

2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input

   position switch  Crouzet 83 
170 4 SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-2=ON 
/// ON -> 1-4=ON;1-

2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input

   Thrmocouple  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line
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1x 2  Vertical 
Primary Slits Max 12mm  To define the beam 

section 
  

  PSLU stepper motor Up  
Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  MICROSTEP  DPAP7   

  PSLU linear encoder Up 
Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

  PSLD stepper motor 
Down  

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  MICROSTEP  DPAP7   

  PSLD linear encoder 
Down  

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch top Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch 
bottom  

Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch top 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch 
bottom (gap)  

     

   Thermocouple 1  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 2  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

         

         

1x 2  Horizontal 
Primary Slits Max 60 mm   To define the beam 

section 
  

  PSLL stepper motor 
Left 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step   DPAP   

  PSLL linear encoder 
Left 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

  PSLR  stepper motor 
Right 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step   DPAP   

  PSLR  linear encoder 
Right 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch Left Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input

   limit switch Right Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input

   limit switch Left 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch Right 
(gap) 

     

   Thermocouple 1  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 2  Type K -WAGO   PC  Serial 
line

         

         

1x 2  Wago Salida 
ethernet 

  PC   

         

2x   Screen Beam 
monitor 

 2 limit switch per 1 cable Know intensity and 
location  
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 10,14,  Electroneumatic 
Valve 

Norgren M79 
sxe 9573-z80 Default=OFF;Activate=ON Default = LAS is  ICV196  Digital 

Output

   limit switch 
(bottom/top) 

Telemecanique 
XCM-A102 

OFF->BK-BK=ON;BU-
BN=OFF /// ON->BK-
BK=OFF;BU -BN=ON 

ON when LAS is  ICV196 Digital 
Input

   Video       

         

1x 6 WBM White Beam 
monitor 

 2 limit switch per 1 cable Know intensity and 
location  

  

   Stepper motor    DPAP   

   limit switch 
(bottom/top) 

   DPAP   

   Video       

         

         

         

         

1x 7  Flat mirror   Without stteper m. for 
curve  

  

  F_JACK1  External stepper 
motor A  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  F_JACK1  encoder A  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch A down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch A up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  F_JACK2  External stepper 
motor B  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  F_JACK2  encoder B  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch B down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch B up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  F_JACK3  External stepper 
motor C  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  F_JACK3  encoder C  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch C down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch C up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  F_T1 Stepper motor 
T1 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   

  F_T1 Linear encoder 
T1 

   CC133  TTL

   Limit switch T1 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T1 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  F_T2 Stepper motor 
T2 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   

  F_T2 Linear encoder 
T2 

   CC133  TTL
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   Limit switch T2 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T2 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  F_BENDER Stepper motor SESO   TO CURVE THE MIRROR DPAP   

   Limit switch max  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Limit switch min  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Home switch  On motor Default=OFF ; 
Activate=ON 

 DPAP  Input

   Photodiode  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

   Photodiode  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

         

         

1x 9  Monochromator      

  YAW  Internal stepper 
motor Rz  

Phytron 
zss3332 

Rotation z  

1.2 A ; 1.8° /step ; 
Rz=YAW=25 µRad/step 

(±10 mRad)  
MICROSTEP - DEMISTEP  DPAP   

   internal limit 
switch Rz Left (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

   internal limit 
switch Rz Right (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

  MTZ Internal stepper 
motor Tz  

Phytron zss43 
Traslation z  

1.2 A ; 1.8 degree/step ; 
Tz=0.0005 mm/step  

 DPAP   

   internal limit 
switch Tz Up (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

   internal limit 
switch Tz Down  (Esrf) Default=ON;Activate=OFF  DPAP  Input

  JACK1  External stepper 
motor A  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  JACK1  encoder A  On motor: CI 
500T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch A down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch A up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  JACK2  External stepper 
motor B  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  JACK2  encoder B  On motor: CI 
500T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch B down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch B up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  JACK3  External stepper 
motor C  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  JACK3  encoder C  On motor: CI 
500T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch C down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch C up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  MBRAGGØ1  External stepper 
motor Ø  

RV 240 PPHL 
z103746-1 

3.4 V ; 2.9 A ; 1.8° /step 
; ? =BRAGG=0.02° /step MICROSTEP  DPAP7   
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  MBRAGGØ1  encoder Ø1  
Heindenhain 
ERA 180 ; 2 
reader head  

  CC133  TTL

  MBRAGGØ2  encoder Ø2  
Heindenhain 
ERA 180 ; 2 
reader head  

  CC133   

   external limit 
switch ? + - + 170 ° Defined by the motor DPAP7  Input

   external limit 
switch ? - - - 170 ° Defined by the motor DPAP7  Input

  PITCH_F  PID  
Ry=PITCH=? 10 

mRad/mm (±10 mRad ~ 
1÷8 bares) 

increase/decrease the 
presion MEN37 Analog 

output

   Piezo  
Physik 

Instruments 
P-178.20 

opc703.10  

Ry=PITCH= ? 10 
mRad/mm ; (16 µm ~ -

1000V) 
Actuate together bellow 1   

  MROLL PID  
Rx=ROLL=? 10 

mRad/mm (±10 mRad ~ 
1÷8 bares) 

increase/decrease the 
presion MEN37 Analog 

output

  MBENDER  PID  BENDER=Curvature 
(Radio-presion relation) 

increase/decrease the 
presion MEN37 Analog 

output

   Electroneumatic 
valve A1 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V To support the presion   

   Electroneumatic 
valve A2 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V To support the presion   

   Electroneumatic 
valve A3 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V To support the presion   

   Electroneumatic 
valve B1 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V Input presion    

   Electroneumatic 
valve B2 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V Input presion    

   Electroneumatic 
valve B3 

Pfeiffer UDV 
140 0÷20 V Input presion    

   Presion gauge 1 Pfeiffer APR 
266 1÷9.8 V Read the presion ICV150  Analog 

Input

   Presion gauge 2 Pfeiffer APR 
266 1÷9.8 V Read the presion ICV150  Analog 

Input

   Presion gauge 3 Pfeiffer APR 
266 1÷9.8 V Read the presion ICV150  Analog 

Input

   Photodiode 1  MOCO 0÷10 V I/V at the begin of Monoc.   

   Photodiode 2 MOCO 0÷10 V I/V at the end of Monoc.    

   Photodiode 3 MOCO 0÷10 V I/V at the end of Monoc.    

   Thermocouple 1  Type K -WAGO  1º CRISTAL WAGO  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 2  Type K -WAGO  2º CRISTAL WAGO  Serial 
line

   Thermocouple 3  Type K -WAGO  GENERAL WAGO  Serial 
line

   Thermostats      Serial 
line

         

         

1x 12  Focusing 
mirror 

     

  FM_JACK1  External stepper 
motor A  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   
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  FM_JACK1  encoder A  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch A down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch A up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  FM_JACK2  External stepper 
motor B  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  FM_JACK2  encoder B  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch B down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch B up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  FM_JACK3  External stepper 
motor C  

Mc Lennan 
23HS-304E 

2 A ; 1.8° / step ; 
JACK=0.0075 mm/step  

 DPAP   

  FM_JACK3  encoder C  On motor: CI 
100T 5V TTL  CC133  TTL

   external limit 
switch C down  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   external limit 
switch C up  

BAUMER My-
Com F50/80 

Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

  FM_T1  Stepper motor 
T1 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   

  FM_T1  Linear encoder 
T1 

   CC133  TTL

   Limit switch T1 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T1 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  FM_T2 Stepper motor 
T2 

 ? A ; Txy=5 mm ~ Rz=10 
mRad  Traslation_xy for Rot z  DPAP   

  FM_T2  Linear encoder 
T2 

   CC133  TTL

   Limit switch T2 
Left 

   DPAP  Input

   Limit switch T2 
Right 

   DPAP  Input

  FM_BENDER Stepper motor SESO   TO CURVE THE MIRROR DPAP   

   Limit switch max  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Limit switch min  On motor Default=ON ; 
Activate=OFF 

 DPAP  Input

   Home switch  On motor Default=OFF ; 
Activate=ON 

 DPAP  Input

   Photodiode 1  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

   Photodiode 2 NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

         

         

1x 13  Vertical Second 
Slits 

  Primary slits but uncooled    

  SSLU stepper motor Up  
Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  MICROSTEP  DPAP7   

  SSLU linear encoder Up 
Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL
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  SSLD stepper motor 
Down  

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  
 DPAP7   

  SSLD linear encoder 
Down  

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch top Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch 
bottom  

Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP7  Input

   limit switch top 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch 
bottom (gap)  

     

         

         

         

         

         

1x 13  Horizontal 
Second Slits 

  Primary slits but uncooled    

  SSLL stepper motor 
Left 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step   DPAP   

  SSLL linear encoder 
Left 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

  SSLR  stepper motor 
Right 

Sanyo Denki-
103Z708-5 (2 

phase) 
6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° /step ; 

0,0025 mm/step  
 DPAP   

  SSLR  linear encoder 
Right 

Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 
610c Interpol.  

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 µm / 
division ; Analog 11 µA - 

TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL

   limit switch Left Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input

   limit switch Right Euchner 
EGT1/4 A Default=OFF;Activate=ON  DPAP  Input

   limit switch Left 
(gap) 

     

   limit switch Right 
(gap) 

     

         

         

1x ?  Video 
surveyance 

     

 

EH A 

     EXPERIMENTAL 
HUTCH A 

   

         

     XAS - X Ray Absortion 
Spectroscopy 

   

     HRPD- High Resolution 
Power Difraction 
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 POS  COMPONENT COMERCIAL 
NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION BOARD SIGNAL 

         

         

2x   Vertical Pre-
Sample Slits Comercial  To define the beam 

section 
  

 4(HRPD) PSS1U-
PSS2U 

stepper motor 
Up 

   DPAP   

 2 (XAS)  PSS1D-
PSS2D 

stepper motor 
Down  

   DPAP   

   limit switch top    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
bottom  

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch top 
gap 

     

   limit switch 
bottom gap  

     

         

         

2x   
Horizontal 
Pre-Sample 
Slits 

Comercial  To define the beam 
section 

  

 4(HRPD) PSS1L-
PSS2L 

stepper motor 
left 

   DPAP   

 2 (XAS)  PSS1R-
PSS2R  

stepper motor 
Right 

   DPAP   

   limit switch Left    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
Right 

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch Left 
gap 

     

   limit switch 
Right gap  

     

         

1x 2 (XAS)   Sample holder      

  SH1 Stepper motor    DPAP   

   limit switch max 
min 

   DPAP   

  SH2 Stepper motor    DPAP   

   limit switch max 
min 

   DPAP   

         

         

         

         

         

         

1x 3  Beam monitor   Know intensity   

   Photodiode  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

         

         

1x 4(HRPD)  Crystal 
analyzer 
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  Ø  Stepper motor    DPAP   

  TRANSL Stepper motor    DPAP   

  2Ø Stepper motor    DPAP   

  SETTING Stepper motor    DPAP   

         

         

1x 4(HRPD)  Detector      

   Bruker smart 
CCD 1k 

   PC   

         

         

1x 4(HRPD)  Diffractometer      

         

  2Ø Stepper motor MicroStep    DPAP7   

  ALPHA Stepper motor    DPAP   

  Ø  Stepper motor MicroStep    DPAP7   

  Y Stepper motor    DPAP   

  Z Stepper motor    DPAP   

  Ø  Encoder    CC133   

  Y Encoder    CC133   

   Limit switch 2Ø 
max  

   DPAP   

   Limit switch 2Ø 
min 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch 
alpha max  

   DPAP   

   Limit switch 
alpha min 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch Ø 
max  

   DPAP   

   Limit switch Ø 
min 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch Y 
max  

   DPAP   

   Limit switch Y 
min 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch Z 
max  

   DPAP   

   Limit switch Z 
min 

   DPAP   

   Home switch 2Ø     DPAP   

   Home switch Ø     DPAP   

   Pc motor Spinnel - 
motor DC  

    

         

         

1x 4(HRPD)  Head of 
Diffractometer 

     

         

   Cyberstar    VCT6  
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1x 5 Xray-
eye  

 Beam monitor  2 limit switch per 1 
cable  

Know intensity and 
location  

  

   Video       

         

         

1x   Beam position 
monitor 

     

         

  BPM stepper motor 

Sanyo 
Denki-

103H548-
0440 (2 
phase) 

3,6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° 
/step  

 DPAP   

   limit switch top 
Crouzet 83 

170 4 
SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-
2=ON /// ON -> 1-

4=ON;1-2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
bottom  

Crouzet 83 
170 4 

SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-
2=ON /// ON -> 1-

4=ON;1-2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input 

   linear encoder 
Heindenhain 
LS406 + EXE 

610c 
Interpol. 

70 mm ± 3 µm ; 20 
µm / division ; Analog 

11 µA - TTL 5 v 
 CC133  TTL 

   position switch 
horiz. NOVELEC  Frecuency output  WAGO  Analog 

Input 

   position switch 
vert. NOVELEC  Frecuency output  WAGO  Analog 

Input 
         

         

         

3x (XAS)  Ion chamber      

         

    NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  

         

         

1x ?  Video 
surveyance 

     

 

EH B 

     EXPERIMENTAL 
HUTCH B 

   

         

     Single crystal 
diffraction (SCD) 

   

     Surface Xray 
diffraction (SXD) 

   

         

 POS  COMPONENT COMERCIAL 
NAME TYPE DESCRIPTION BOARD SIGNAL 

         

2x ?,9  Beam monitor   Know intensity   

   Photodiode  NOVELEC  Voltage output  VCT6  
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1x 
17 

Xray-
eye  

 Beam monitor  2 limit switch per 1 
cable  

Know intensity and 
location  

  

   Video       

         

         

2x 9(SCD)  Crystal 
analyzer 

     

 9(SXD)        

  2THETA Stepper motor    DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

   DPAP   

  THETA Stepper motor    DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

   DPAP   

  AHUBER  Stepper motor   Head goniometer HUBER  DPAP   

  THUBER  Stepper motor   Head goniometer HUBER  DPAP   

         

         

1x 9(SCD)  Detector      

   CCD bruker 
6500 Huber     

  CCDTZ     DPAP   

  CCDTX     DPAP   

  CCDRTHETA     DPAP   

         

         

1x 9(SCD)  Diffractometer      

  TZ1 Stepper motor   Z translation DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  TY1 Stepper motor   Y translation DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  GAMMA1 Stepper motor   Detector gamma - 
microstep DPAP7   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  DELTA1  Stepper motor   Detector delta - microstep DPAP7   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  THETA1 Stepper motor   Sample  DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  ALPHA1  Stepper motor   Sample  DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  X1 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  Y1 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   
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   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  Z1 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  XI1 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  PHI1 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  KAPPA1  Stepper motor   Replace x,y when use 
CCD DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  GAMMA1 Encoder    CC133  TTL 
  DELTA1  Encoder    CC133  TTL 

  THETA1 Encoder    CC133  TTL 

  ALPHA1  Encoder    CC133  TTL 
         

         

1x 9(SXD)  Diffractometer      

  TZ2 Stepper motor   Z translation DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  TX2 Stepper motor   Z translation DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  GAMMA2 Stepper motor   Detector gamma DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  MU2 Stepper motor   Detector mu DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  DELTA2  Stepper motor   Detector delta  DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  ALPHA2  Stepper motor   Sample alpha  DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  THETA2 Stepper moto r   Sample theta  DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  Z2 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  XI2 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 

     

  PHI2 Stepper motor   Sample alignment DPAP   

   Limit switch 
(max-min) 
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  DELTA2  Encoder    CC133  TTL 
  GAMMA2 Encoder    CC133  TTL 
  THETA2 Encoder    CC133  TTL 

  ALPHA2  Encoder    CC133  TTL 
         

2x   Head of 
Diffractometer 

     

 9(SXD)  Cyberstar  NIM  VCT6  

 (SCD)        

         

         

         

1x 9(SCD)  Fluorescence 
detector 

     

   Relé       

   Relé       

   Relé       

   Relé       

         

         

4x  2X 9(SCD) 
-2X 9(SXD) 

Horizontal 
Detector Slits 

Commercial 
product 

    

  DS1L1-
DS1L2 

Stepper motor 
left 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch left    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
right 

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch left 
gap 

     

  DSIR1-
DS1R2 

stepper motor 
right 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch left    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
right 

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
rigth gap 

     

         

  DS2L1-
DS2L2 

Stepper motor 
left 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch left    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
right 

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch left 
gap 

     

  DS2R1-
DS2R2 

stepper motor 
right 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch left    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
right 

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
rigth gap 
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2x  2X 9(SCD) 
-2X 9(SXD) 

Vertical 
Detector Slits 

Commercial 
product 

    

  DS1U1-
DS1U2 

Stepper motor 
up 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch up     DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
down  

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch up 
gap 

     

  DS1D1-
DS1D2  

stepper motor 
down  

   DPAP   

   Limit switch up     DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
down  

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
down gap 

     

         

         

  DS2U1-
DS2U2 

Stepper motor 
up 

   DPAP   

   Limit switch up     DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
down  

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch up 
gap 

     

  DS2D1-
DS2D2  

stepper motor 
down  

   DPAP   

   Limit switch up     DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
down  

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
down gap 

     

         

         

1x 9(SXD)  
Sample 
vacuum 
chamber 

     

         

         

2x  10 (SCD) -
10(SXD) 

Horizontal 
Pre-Sample 
Slits 

Comercial  To define the beam 
section 

  

  PSSL1-
PSSL2 

stepper motor 
left 

   DPAP   

  PSSR1-
PSSR2  

stepper motor 
Right 

   DPAP   

   limit switch Left    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
Right 

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch Left 
gap 

     

   limit switch 
Right gap  
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2x  10 (SCD) -
10(SXD) 

Vertical Pre-
Sample Slits Comercial  To define the beam 

section 
  

  PSSU1-
PSSU2 

stepper motor 
Up 

   DPAP   

  PSSD1-
PSSD2 

stepper motor 
Down  

   DPAP   

   limit switch top    DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
bottom  

   DPAP  Input 

   limit switch top 
gap 

     

   limit switch 
bottom gap  

     

         

         

1x   Beam position 
monitor 

     

         

  BPM stepper motor 

Sanyo 
Denki-

103H548-
0440 (2 
phase) 

3,6 v ; 1,2 A ; 1,8° 
/step   DPAP   

   limit switch top 
Crouzet 83 

170 4 
SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-
2=ON /// ON -> 1-

4=ON;1-2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input 

   limit switch 
bottom  

Crouzet 83 
170 4 

SP4967 

OFF -> 1-4=OFF;1-
2=ON /// ON -> 1-

4=ON;1-2=OFF 
Default=OFF;Activate=ON DPAP  Input 

   position switch 
horiz. NOVELEC  Frecuency output  WAGO  Analog 

Input 

   position switch 
vert. NOVELEC  Frecuency output  WAGO  Analog 

Input 
         

         

3x   Filter PF4      

   XIA PF4  Nim  Need 4 channels  WAGO   

       WAGO   

       WAGO   

       WAGO   

         

         

1x ?  Video 
surveyance 

     

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


